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I TCP/IP Technical

©2013 Control Microsystems Inc. 
All rights reserved.
Printed in Canada.

Version: 8.05.4

The information provided in this documentation contains general descriptions and/or technical
characteristics of the performance of the products contained herein. This documentation is
not intended as a substitute for and is not to be used for determining suitability or reliability of
these products for specific user applications. It is the duty of any such user or integrator to
perform the appropriate and complete risk analysis, evaluation and testing of the products
with respect to the relevant specific application or use thereof. Neither Schneider Electric nor
any of its affiliates or subsidiaries shall be responsible or liable for misuse of the information
contained herein. If you have any suggestions for improvements or amendments or have
found errors in this publication, please notify us.

No part of this document may be reproduced in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying, without express written permission of Schneider
Electric.

All pertinent state, regional, and local safety regulations must be observed when installing and
using this product. For reasons of safety and to help ensure compliance with documented
system data, only the manufacturer should perform repairs to components.

When devices are used for applications with technical safety requirements, the relevant
instructions must be followed. Failure to use Schneider Electric software or approved
software with our hardware products may result in injury, harm, or improper operating results.

Failure to observe this information can result in injury or equipment damage.

1 Technical Support

Support related to any part of this documentation can be directed to one of the following
support centers.
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Technical Support: The Americas

Available Monday to Friday 8:00am – 6:30pm Eastern Time

Toll free within North America 1-888-226-6876

Direct Worldwide +1-613-591-1943

Email TechnicalSupport@controlmicrosystems.com

Technical Support: Europe

Available Monday to Friday 8:30am – 5:30pm Central European Time

Direct Worldwide +31 (71) 597-1655

Email euro-support@controlmicrosystems.com

Technical Support: Asia

Available Monday to Friday 8:00am – 6:30pm Eastern Time (North America) 

Direct Worldwide +1-613-591-1943

Email TechnicalSupport@controlmicrosystems.com

Technical Support: Australia

Inside Australia 1300 369 233

Email au.help@schneider-electric.com

2 Safety Information

Read these instructions carefully, and look at the equipment to become familiar with the
device before trying to install, operate, or maintain it. The following special messages may
appear throughout this documentation or on the equipment to warn of potential hazards or to
call attention to information that clarifies or simplifies a procedure.

The addition of this symbol to a Danger or Warning safety label
indicates that an electrical hazard exists, which will result in personal
injury if the instructions are not followed.

This is the safety alert symbol. It is used to alert you to potential
personal injury hazards. Obey all safety messages that follow this
symbol to avoid possible injury or death.

mailto:TechnicalSupport@controlmicrosystems.com
mailto:euro-support@controlmicrosystems.com
mailto:TechnicalSupport@controlmicrosystems.com
mailto:au.help@schneider-electric.com
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DANGER

DANGER indicates an imminently hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will
result in death or serious injury.

WARNING

WARNING indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, can
result in death or serious injury.

CAUTION

CAUTION indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, can
result in minor or moderate injury.

CAUTION

CAUTION used without the safety alert symbol, indicates a potentially hazardous
situation which, if not avoided, can result in equipment damage..

PLEASE NOTE

Electrical equipment should be installed, operated, serviced, and maintained only by qualified
personnel. No responsibility is assumed by Schneider Electric for any consequences arising
out of the use of this material.

A qualified person is one who has skills and knowledge related to the construction and
operation of electrical equipment and the installation, and has received safety training to
recognize and avoid the hazards involved.

BEFORE YOU BEGIN

Do not use this product on machinery lacking effective point-of-operation guarding. Lack of
effective point-of-operation guarding on a machine can result in serious injury to the operator
of that machine.

CAUTION

EQUIPMENT OPERATION HAZARD

Verify that all installation and set up procedures have been completed.

Before operational tests are performed, remove all blocks or other temporary
holding means used for shipment from all component devices.
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Remove tools, meters, and debris from equipment.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in injury or equipment
damage.

Follow all start-up tests recommended in the equipment documentation. Store all equipment
documentation for future references.

Software testing must be done in both simulated and real environments.

Verify that the completed system is free from all short circuits and grounds, except those
grounds installed according to local regulations (according to the National Electrical Code in
the U.S.A, for instance). If high-potential voltage testing is necessary, follow
recommendations in equipment documentation to prevent accidental equipment damage.

Before energizing equipment:

Remove tools, meters, and debris from equipment.

Close the equipment enclosure door.

Remove ground from incoming power lines.

Perform all start-up tests recommended by the manufacturer.

OPERATION AND ADJUSTMENTS

The following precautions are from the NEMA Standards Publication ICS 7.1-1995 (English
version prevails):

Regardless of the care exercised in the design and manufacture of equipment or in the
selection and ratings of components, there are hazards that can be encountered if such
equipment is improperly operated.

It is sometimes possible to misadjust the equipment and thus produce unsatisfactory or
unsafe operation. Always use the manufacturer’s instructions as a guide for functional
adjustments. Personnel who have access to these adjustments should be familiar with the
equipment manufacturer’s instructions and the machinery used with the electrical
equipment.

Only those operational adjustments actually required by the operator should be accessible
to the operator. Access to other controls should be restricted to prevent unauthorized
changes in operating characteristics.

3 Introduction

This document describes how SCADAPack E RTU facilities are integrated with TCP/IP communications.
It is recommended that the reader of this manual be familiar with the fundamental operation of the RTU
as detailed in the various hardware manuals.
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TCP/IP RTU Services
TCP/IP communications is supported by the SCADAPack E and provides the following services:

DNP3 protocol over TCP/IP LAN/WAN networks using UDP & TCP transport

IP packet forwarding (routing)

On-line routing configuration via command line or ISaGRAF applications

TELNET server for command line and diagnostic display using TCP Transport

FTP server for file operations to and from SCADAPack E RTU file system

ISaGRAF – TCP/IP communications server 

Open Modbus/TCP client support via ISaGRAF I/O boards / PLC cache

Modbus RTU in TCP client support via ISaGRAF I/O boards / PLC cache

Open Modbus/TCP server support to RTU point database

BOOTP server support for loading IP addresses to Ethernet I/O devices

ICMP management (e.g. PING)

PING client support from command line and ISaGRAF applications

PPP serial line protocol for carrying IP packets on WAN links

TCP Service Ports with SCADAPack E RTU as client or server

Diagnostic display for TCP/IP protocol components

Enhanced command line facilities for TCP/IP

NTP – Network Time Protocol for time synchronisation

Figure 3.1  shows the relationship between some SCADAPack E systems and TCP/IP services.10
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Figure 3.1: SCADAPack E TCP/IP Services Architecture
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4 Brief Introduction to TCP/IP

TCP/IP has become a generic acronym referring to a suite of protocols providing communication
between devices across a network medium.  TCP/IP is generally known as the Internet protocol suite. 
The TCP and IP components making up the name are just two of the many components that make up
the TCP/IP suite.

TCP/IP consists of a large and complex set of industry derived & supported standards.  The standards
for the protocol suite are described by documents known as RFCs (Request For Comments).  These
documents are maintained by the international IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force).  The following
description of TCP/IP will be limited to a small subset of the TCP/IP protocol suite relevant to the
SCADAPack E RTUs.  For more information, please refer to standard texts on TCP/IP and use of
Internet protocols.

TCP/IP Protocol Structure

Physical Layer

Data Link Layer

IP Network Layer

Transport Layer

Application Layer

TCP/IP Submetting

IP Class Addressing

12
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14

17

18

19

20

21
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4.1 TCP/IP Protocol Structure

The TCP/IP protocol structure is made up of five (5) layers from the OSI protocol communications model:

APPLICATION LAYER
E.g. Telnet, FTP, BOOTP, Modbus/TCP, Modbus RTU in TCP,
DNP3, NTP

TRANSPORT LAYER TCP / UDP

NETWORK LAYER IP

DATALINK LAYER E.g. PPP, Ethernet II, IEEE802.3

PHYSICAL LAYER E.g. RS232, Ethernet, (GPRS, 1xRTT, HSDPA)
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4.2 Physical Layer

This layer provides the physical connection between hosts on the TCP/IP network.  A network may
consist of multiple interconnected links of various physical types.

Ethernet
Unshielded twisted pair (UTP), also known as 10-BaseT, and Thin-Ethernet, also known as 10-Base2,
are two of several IEEE standards for Ethernet physical communication channels.  
Ethernet is a multi-drop communications media permitting multiple devices to be interconnected. 
Connection between hosts on an Ethernet network may be by “star” network topologies involving other
equipment such as “UTP Hubs” 

Serial
RS232 is a common physical layer for point-to-point serial data connections between an RTU port and
another TCP/IP device.  Asynchronous serial communication links operating between 2400bps and
57600bps are typical of physical communication configurations used between devices for PPP (see Data
Link Layer).  
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4.3 Data Link Layer

The data link layer provides services to the physical layer allowing data packets to be transmitted and
received from the physical layer.  It is responsible for detecting errors introduced in the data packet after
it has been transmitted and received by the physical layer.

Ethernet MAC Layer & Ethernet II, IEEE802.3

ARP & PPP

15

16
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4.3.1 Ethernet MAC Layer & Ethernet II, IEEE802.3

Ethernet MAC Layer
As each Ethernet device on a network (in fact every Ethernet device in the world) has unique hardware
addresses, a Media Access Control (MAC) sub-layer is provided as part of the Data Link Layer for
Ethernet communications.  The Ethernet MAC sub-layer includes data framing, Source and Destination
addressing, and frame error check codes.  Ethernet frames are between 64 and 1500 bytes.

Ethernet Broadcast frames use the “all-ones” destination MAC address.  
I.e. FF-FF-FF-FF-FF-FF.  TCP/IP ARP and BOOTP services typically use broadcast frames.

Ethernet II, IEEE802.3
In addition to Ethernet MAC addressing information, the data link layer pertaining to Ethernet frames
includes information that it used to identify various types of Ethernet frames.  

Ethernet II This type of Ethernet frame is typically used to carry older network protocols, but is also
often used for TCP/IP’s IP and ARP packets between devices’ Ethernet interfaces.

IEEE 802.3 This type of Ethernet frame carries other protocols including modern network protocols
and private protocol formats between devices’ Ethernet interfaces. 

IEEE 802.3 frames include sub-layer fields (IEEE 802.2) for Link Layer Control (LLC). 
These are used to identify a sub-network access protocol (SNAP) that carries data in
recognizable formats over the Ethernet channel.  For example, Schneider Electric
Ethernet Remote I/O communication technology utilizes IEEE802.2 LLC SNAP Ethernet
frames for communication between Main and Remote I/O units.
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4.3.2 ARP, PPP, SLIP, and CSLIP

ARP
As detailed above, Ethernet communications in a LAN environment use Ethernet MAC addressing to
determine the destination and source of an Ethernet message.  This includes IP protocol messages,
which have both a destination & source Ethernet MAC address and a destination and source IP address.
 The Ethernet MAC address and IP address are independent, being at different communication layers,
even though they are related by being matched on the equipment. The resolution from IP address to
Ethernet MAC address is handled by “Address Resolution Protocol” (ARP), which is used on Ethernet
networks for the automatic determination of an IP host’s Ethernet MAC address.  This protocol is
typically carried by Ethernet II frames and broadcast between devices’ Ethernet interfaces allowing them
to “learn” about other devices on a network.  ARP may actively ask for the Ethernet MAC address of a
device if it knows the device’s IP address (using Ethernet broadcast addressing – see Section Ethernet
MAC Layer & Ethernet II, IEEE802.3 ), or by listening to ARP exchanges between other pairs of
devices.

PPP
PPP is a general purpose Point-to-Point Protocol defined in the TCP/IP protocol suite for transmitting
higher layer protocols across point to point serial links.  It is the standard TCP/IP data link layer protocol
used for serial communication of IP protocol (see Network Layer).  In the case of SCADAPack E RTUs,
it is used on Asynchronous serial communication links between a pair of TCP/IP host devices (one or
both of which may be SCADAPack E RTUs’).

PPP provides for direct connection as well as dial-in and/or dial-out modem.  Currently, the SCADAPack
E RTUs supports direct connect PPP only, including PPP for GPRS, 1xRTT and HSDPA mobile IP
communications. 

PPP includes Link Control Protocol (LCP) negotiation options that occur across the serial link
connecting two devices which both supports PPP protocol.  These options include exclusion of special
characters in the PPP data stream, compression of PPP header information, negotiation of IP
addresses, etc.  A “finite state machine” (FSM) controls the state of a PPP connection between two
nodes. If negotiation between the two nodes is successful, the PPP state machines on both nodes enter
the “open” state.  At this point the SCADAPack E RTU’s diagnostics indicates that the PPP link is UP. 
At start-up, if either PPP device’s state machine cannot negotiate with the other device, then the
SCADAPack E RTU’s diagnostics indicates that the PPP link is DOWN.

SLIP and CSLIP
SLIP and CSLIP support IP communication over serial links. While older than PPP they are still in use in
some lower speed serial networks. SLIP and CSLIP are point-to-point protocols for connecting two IP
devices. Unlike PPP there is no connection negotiation. The local and remote IP addresses of the
devices are set by user configuration, and must be consistent in both devices on the link.

SLIP and CSLIP frame IP messages over serial communication so the end of messages can be clearly
identified. SLIP simply provides framing. CSLIP also compresses the TCP/IP header to improve
performance on slow links.

These protocols permit more robust handling of the communication packets. They also allow more
efficient communication with Trio radios when using the Trio feature “serial PAD SLIP framing mode”.
This results in more efficient use of the network.

15
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4.4 IP Network Layer

Internet Protocol version 4, (abbreviated to IPv4 or just IP) is the networking layer of the TCP/IP protocol
stack.  The IP portion of a data packet contains header information including IP source & destination
addressing describing the originator and destination of a data packet.  Based on this information,
communications equipment can determine how to transmit data to get it to the destination.

Unlike other communication protocols that assign a unique address to each node in a network, IP
addresses are assigned to each LINK on a device (also known as a Host).  For example, a device using
three (3) TCP/IP protocol links would be assigned three IP addresses, one for each link.

An IP address is a 32-bit (4-byte) value.  Each link in an IP network has a unique IP address.  The
notation for IP addresses is 4 decimal values (one for each of the 4 bytes in the IP address) each
separated by a dot “.”

E.g. 10.0.1.2 is the IP address notation for a link address with a 32-bit address whose
hexadecimal value is 0A000102h.

Not every four byte combination of IP addresses are possible, with many rules emerging to simplify
configurations of large networks and efficiently allocate addresses within networks.  Subdivision of IP
addressing into Class A, B, C, D is one example of this.  For more information see Section IP Class
Addressing .

Sub-networks (commonly known as subnets) are also widely used to subdivide TCP/IP networks and
provide sensible access across large networks.  When used with Class addressing, sub-networks
provide the means of subdividing IP addresses within a TCP/IP network.  Both an IP address and a
Subnet Mask identify a link on a subnet.  For more information see Section TCP/IP Subnetting .

The IP layer can Broadcast data when the destination IP address is not known. This commonly uses the
“all-ones” destination IP address.  I.e. 255.255.255.255.  BOOTP services typically use the IP broadcast
address, and often utilize broadcast Ethernet MAC addressing (see section Ethernet MAC Layer &
Ethernet II, IEEE802.3 ).

21

20

15
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4.5 Transport Layer

The purpose of the TCP/IP transport layer is twofold: package user data at the source into a format
suitable for transmission by the network, data link & physical layers; and unpack received data at the
destination and present it to the user as it was prior to transmission.

Two different transport mechanisms are support by the TCP/IP protocol suite.  They are UDP and TCP.

User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is the simpler of the transport layer protocols.  It is a connectionless
protocol, requiring no exchanges of data between the source and destination nodes other than the
transport of the user data.  There is no in-built error recovery & no set order of delivery of user data.  UDP
is quite efficient and is ideal for applications handling their own error recovery & delivery ordering (for
example, internet time synchronization uses NTP protocol over UDP).  The SCADAPack E RTUs can
use UDP for transport of BOOTP, NTP and DNP3 data link layer frames.  DNP3 protocol includes its
own error handling and transport layer which subdivides DNP fragments into frames, performs error
recovery, and set order of delivery & processing in a non-mesh network.

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is a more complex, larger and less efficient transport layer
protocol.  It is connection based and data exchanges between nodes using TCP transport occurs to
provide the following facilities.  Connection of a virtual “stream” between hosts, automatic subdivision of
large amounts of data into smaller packets for transmission on the “stream”, error recovery, guaranteed
order of delivery in mesh networks, multiple virtual client/server connections, etc.  TCP is often used by
applications not wishing to handle, or cannot handle any of these issues.  For example, TELNET virtual
terminal protocol just wants to transmit terminal traffic (characters) and leaves error handling, delivery
and multi-session support to the TCP transport protocol.

A single IP network layer packet can carry either a UDP or TCP transport layer packet.  Both UDP and
TCP can be carried across the same TCP/IP network.
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4.6 Application Layer

The TCP/IP application layer provides an interface for applications to exchange data that is transported
across a network via TCP/IP or UDP/IP.  

This interface for an application to send and receive data to and from another application is known as a
SOCKET.  A socket is a logical channel between remote applications exchanging data.  

The logical channel is identified using an IP ADDRESS and a PORT NUMBER. (Port numbers are a
TCP/IP software concept and are not related to SCADAPack E RTU’s physical port numbers).  

Multiple applications can be simultaneously exchanging data via multiple sockets on the same device
and same network link.  

Port numbers for standard TCP/IP applications are defined in RFC1700 (Assigned Numbers).

The following table shows typical port numbers used by the SCADAPack E RTU for TCP/IP applications.

Table 4.1: SCADAPack E TCP/IP Applications

SCADAPack E RTU TCP/IP Application Protocol Transport

Protocol

Assigned

Port No.

FTP Server TCP 21

TELNET Server TCP 23

BOOTP Server UDP 67

NTP Network Time Synchronization UDP 123

Modbus/TCP (client & server) TCP 502

Modbus RTU in TCP (Client) TCP 49152

ISaGRAF/TCP Comms TCP 1100

IEC60870-5-104 Slave - Master 1

                                 - Master 2

TCP

TCP

2404

2405

DNP3 over IP (client & server) - default TCP

UDP

20000

20000

TCP Service Ports (client & server) - default TCP  50000-50004
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4.7 TCP/IP Subnetting

Subnetting is a mechanism that enables TCP/IP networks to be divided into smaller networks called
subnets. In this regime, IP addresses now have two logical parts, the sub-network address, and the
individual address.   Each of the members of a subnet use a “Subnet Mask” to determine how many bits
of the 32-bit IP address represent a common address for nodes in the subnet, and how many bits
represent the individual IP address.

Whenever an IP packet is to be transmitted, the source & destination addresses are compared to see if
they are on the same sub-network by using the Subnet Mask.  A message for an IP address on the
same subnet is automatically transmitted.  A Gateway device can be used to pass IP packets between
different sub-networks.

A subnet mask is constructed as a Binary number, with the most significant bits being assigned binary
“1” where the IP address component refers to the common address for nodes on the subnet.  The
remaining least significant bits are assigned binary “0” where the IP address component refers to the
individual IP address.  The result is a subnet mask which looks like:

11111111 11111111 11111111 11100000
____________________________
    common portion of IP address

         _____
individual portion of IP address

In hex this value is:

FF FF FF E0

The decimal IP address notation for this subnet mask is:

255.255.255.224

The shorthand notation for this subnet mask is /27, as there are 27 consecutive significant binary ‘1’s in
the subnet mask

Two special addresses are reserved in the list of possible IP addresses that belong to a subnet.

The ALL-ZEROS address (i.e. the IP address whose individual portion is all zero bits) represents
the IP address referring to the whole subnet.  When the all-zeros address is used, it refers to
the subnet, to which every node in the subnet belong.

The ALL-ONES address (i.e. the IP address whose individual portion is all one bits) represents
the Broadcast IP address for the whole subnet.  The all-ones address is used for transmission of
broadcast packets to every node in the subnet.

For example, using the subnet mask above, here are some IP addresses & their meaning:

Subnet Mask 255.255.255.224

Subnet Address 128.185.64.32 (all zeros in the individual portion of IP address)

Subnet Broadcast 128.185.64.63 (all ones in the individual portion of IP address) 

Individual Addresses 128.185.64.33, 128.185.64.34, ….. 128.185.64.62
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4.8 IP Class Addressing

In conjunction with subnets, the 32-bit IP address space is further subdivided into Classes to make more
efficient use of IP addresses.  When using the SCADAPack E RTU in an environment with publicly
assigned IP addresses, users need to adhere to these IP addressing rules.

The Network Administrator should allocate IP addresses and subnet masks for SCADAPack E RTUs
that are connected to an existing IP network.

For more information see Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) documents RFC950, RFC1597 and
RFC1700.

A “*” indicated in an IP address (below) indicates any number.

Class A & B Address

Class C Address & Multicast/Broadcast Addresses

22

23
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4.8.1 Class A & B Address

Class A Address

Notes:

The range of IP addresses in Class A is 0.0.0.1 to 126.255.255.254

IP Address 127.*.*.* is excluded from class A (loopback address)

IP Address 10.*.*.* is used for private IP addresses.

The Maximum Subnet Mask is 255.*.*.*

Class B Address

Notes:

The range of IP addresses in Class B is 128.0.0.1 to 191.255.255.254

IP Addresses in the range 172.16.0.0 to 172.31.255.255 are used for private IP addresses.

The Maximum Subnet Mask is 255.255.*.*
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4.8.2 Class C Address & Multicast / Broadcast Addresses

Class C Address

Notes:

The range of IP addresses in Class C is 192.0.0.1 to 223.255.255.254

IP Address 192.168.*.* is used for private IP addresses.

The Maximum Subnet Mask is 255.255.255.*

Multicast / Broadcast Addresses
IP multicast addresses have IP address values in the range 224.*.*.* to 239.*.*.* (not used in
SCADAPack E RTUs).

The IP (network wide) broadcast address has the IP address value 255.255.255.255 (recognized by
SCADAPack E RTUs for ARP and BOOTP requests).
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5 RTU Interface Subnets

SCADAPack E RTUs may support multiple Ethernet interfaces (some models), and multiple
Asynchronous PPP serial interfaces. 

Each TCP/IP RTU interface needs to have a unique IP address and belong to a different subnet.  

For PPP point to point connections on SCADAPack E RTUs, each PPP interface needs to be on a
separate subnet. The user configures the subnet mask for each PPP interface. This in conjunction with
the IP address then identifies the subnet address of the interface.  

The device connection at each end of a PPP link needs to have a unique IP address, both belonging to
the subnet address of the link.  Alternatively, a single PPP address can be presented for the link under
special circumstances where a peer PPP node is prepared to support this and negotiate with the
SCADAPack E RTU for its local IP address on the interface.

Local subnet addresses and IP ROUTING provides mechanisms for communication between devices on
different interfaces; including intercommunication between devices on ETHERNET to PPP and PPP to
PPP.

E.g. typical IP configurations (using a single Ethernet interface):

ETHERNET 1

IP Address: 192.168.0.249
Subnet Mask: 255.255.255.0     (/24)

PPP

Subnet Mask: 255.255.255.252  (/30)

(the most significant 30 bits form the subnet part of the IP address)

(the least significant 2 bits form the individual part of the IP address)

Individual IP Addresses Subnet Address Subnet Broadcast (not used)

10.0.1.1 } 10.0.1.0 10.0.1.3

10.0.1.2 }

10.0.1.5 } 10.0.1.4 10.0.1.7

10.0.1.6 }

10.0.1.9 } 10.0.1.8 10.0.1.11

10.0.1.10 }

etc.
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6 TCP/IP Configuration

The following sections describe the configuration parameters for the SCADAPack E using TCP/IP
facilities. The SCADAPack E Configurator provides user interface pages for TCP/IP and Advanced
Networking configurations.  These configuration pages are displayed in the “TCP/IP” section of the
SCADAPack E Configurator.

When connecting the SCADAPack E Configurator to an SCADAPack E RTU, IP may be for the data
connection. The “Remote IP Address” field may be entered with the “dot” notation IP address, or an IP
host name, which the PC may resolve via a network DNS server, or local HOSTS file in order to
connected to the RTU.

The “Local & Remote UDP Port” fields default to 20000 for SCADAPack E Configurator, this also being
the default for SCADAPack E RTUs and the IETF Assigned Port Number for TCP/UDP transport of
DNP3 communications.   

Normally the Port number fields need not be changed from the defaults except in the following cases:

if an SCADAPack E RTU is configured to use a different port number, then the “Remote UDP Port”
field would be changed in SCADAPack E Configurator to match the value in the SCADAPack E. 

If another PC application is using UDP port number 20000, then “Local UDP Port” field could be
changed in SCADAPack E Configurator. 

For further details refer to the SCADAPack E DNP3 Technical Reference manual.
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6.1 SCADAPack E TCP/IP Communication Settings

Often used configuration settings for TCP/IP communications on SCADAPack E are presented on the
SCADAPack E Configurator “TCP/IP” page.

This page provides configuration for:

PPP port configurations (see PPP - TCP/IP Communication )

TCP Service Ports (see TCP Service Ports )

Modbus/TCP operation (see MODBUS/TCP Server )

Ethernet Ports (see Ethernet -TCP/IP Communication )

PPP DCD Drop Delay parameter (see PPP Driver Hardware Handshaking )

“Enabled TCP/IP Services” selection:

The following IP Services can be individually enabled or disabled:

ISaGRAF/TCP Comms 

Modbus/IP (Client)

Modbus/TCP (Server)

TELNET Server

53
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FTP Server

BOOTP Server

NTP Network Time

IEC60870-5-104 Slave

 DNP3/IP communications (DNP3 over UDP and TCP) is on for SCADAPack E RTUs when a TCP/IP
RTU interface is configured. Other IP Services must be explicitly enabled on the RTU to use them
. 

Changes to Enabled TCP/IP Services require the RTU to be restarted in order for the changes to take
effect. See Section SCADAPack E IP Services  for more information on the RTU IP Services.

The TCP/IP application parameters for TCP Service Ports are described in Section TCP Service Ports
. The Modbus/TCP Server application parameter is described in the SCADAPack E Modbus

Communication Interfaces manual.

Also see:

Advanced TCP/IP Communication Settings

TCP Initial Retry Timeout

30
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6.1.1 Advanced TCP/IP Communication Settings

Configurations for less often used facilities such as IP Routing, BOOTP Server and default DNP over IP
settings are presented on the SCADAPack E Configurator “Advanced TCP/IP” page.

See Section IP Routing  describing use of the IP Route Table, and Section BOOTP Server
describing the BOOTP Table. 

The Ethernet DNP/IP and DNP/IP Parameters are described in the SCADAPack E DNP3 Technical
Reference manual.

36 93
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6.1.2 TCP Initial Retry Timeout

Table 6.1: TCP Initial Retry System Point

Point Name Point Type Point Number

TCP INITIAL RETRY TIMEOUT (ms) Analog 54032

When establishing a TCP connection, the RTU will utilize a timeout value for this TCP connection
request. The default for this timeout is 6 seconds. 

The TCP INITIAL RETRY TIMEOUT (ms) system point allows this initial timeout to be modified and
defines the initial timeout in milliseconds. The valid range of values for this point is 2500 (2.5 seconds) to
60000 (60 seconds). The default value is 6000 (6 seconds). Attempts to set the timeout outside of
this valid range will result in the actual timeout being set to the valid minimum (or maximum where
appropriate). Changes in this system point value will take effect on the next TCP connection request.

The DNP3 TCP/IP driver will make three attempts to make a new TCP connection if an RST packet is
received from the target device.  The RTU will use the same TCP Source Port number for each attempt. 
If no response is received to a new TCP connection attempt, the RTU will make one TCP retry.

The DNP3 TCP/IP driver will make three attempts to make a new TCP connection if an RST packet is
received from the target device. The RTU will use the same TCP Source Port number for each attempt.  If
no response is received to a new TCP connection attempt, the RTU will make one TCP retry.
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6.2 SCADAPack E IP Services

This section briefly describes the various services that can be enabled on the SCADAPack E, their
function and where to find more information.

DNP3 over TCP and DNP3 over UDP are enabled on SCADAPack E RTUs and cannot be disabled.

ISaGRAF/TCP, Modbus/TCP (Client & Server), Telnet & FTP Server

BOOTP Server,  TCP Service Ports, NTP Network Time & IEC60870-5-104

31
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6.2.1 ISaGRAF/TCP, Modbus/IP (Client), Modbus/TCP (Server), Telnet & FTP Server

ISaGRAF/TCP
This service permits ISaGRAF Workbench and tools to connect to the SCADAPack E via a TCP/IP
connection such as Ethernet or PPP interfaces.  The workbench debugger communication options set to
“Ethernet” can communicate with either of the two ISaGRAF target kernels running in an SCADAPack E.
See section ISaGRAF TCP/IP Communications  for more information.

Modbus/IP (Client)
This service permits the SCADAPack E to communicate with Ethernet PLCs and I/O devices using
Open Modbus/TCP protocol.  When using this facility, the SCADAPack E is a client, initiating
communications with Modbus/TCP server devices.  ISaGRAF mtcp.. PLC Device I/O boards are used to
interface with this facility.  See Section MODBUS/IP Client  for more information.

Modbus/TCP (Sever)
This service permits Host systems, Ethernet PLCs, etc. to communicate with the SCADAPack E using
Open Modbus/TCP protocol.  When using this facility, the SCADAPack E is a server, listening for
connections and requests from Modbus/TCP clients. The requests are served from the RTU point
database.  See section MODBUS/TCP Server  for more information.

Telnet Server
When enabled, the SCADAPack E Telnet server permits multiple users to remotely connect to the
RTU’s Command Line.  The command line can be used in the same way as if an ASCII terminal was
connected directly to an RTU command line serial port, including use of the RTU’s diagnostic display
interface.  See section Telnet Server  for more information.

FTP Server
The SCADAPack E FTP server permits multiple users to remotely access the RTU’s File system using
FTP client tools.  Files may be copied, renamed, put and removed from the RTU’s file system, etc.  See
section FTP Server  for more information.
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6.2.2 BOOTP Server,  TCP Service Ports, NTP Network Time & IEC60870-5-104 Slave

BOOTP Server
BOOTP permits Ethernet devices to obtain IP address configurations from a host on a network rather
than be locally configured.  When this service is enabled, a SCADAPack E will respond to BOOTP
requests, configuring devices’ addresses.  This is typically used for I/O bricks used as expansion I/O for
SCADAPack ERTUs.  See section BOOTP Server  for more information.

TCP Service Ports
TCP Service Ports permit SCADAPack E RTUs to provide terminal-server like TCP serial interfaces.  A
SCADAPack E RTU serial port may be configured as a TCP Service Port server accepting a connection
from and providing a serial interface on behalf of a remote TCP client.  This client may be a Host system
or other SCADAPack E RTUs.  Alternatively an RTU serial port may be configured as a TCP Service
Port client, connecting to a remote TCP server such as a terminal server serial port or another
SCADAPack E RTU, and passing data from the serial port to the remote server.  See Section TCP
Service Ports  for more information.

NTP Network Time
NTP is supported to provide synchronization of the SCADAPack E real time clock with TCP/IP network
time sources.  Time synchronization could typically performed over Ethernet networks to an NTP
timeserver.  NTP client and server operation is supported by the SCADAPack E facilities, permitting an
RTU node to time synchronize with other clients, including other SCADAPack E RTUs.  See Section 
NTP Network Time Synchronization  for more information.

IEC 60870-5-104 Slave
When enabled, the RTU's IEC 60870-5-101/104 slave task permits IEC 60870-5-104 masters stations to
connect to the RTU via TCP ports 2404 and 2405. 
See the SCADAPack E IEC 60870-5-101/104 Technical Reference manual for more information on
configuring -104 slave functionality. 
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6.3 Ethernet -TCP/IP Communication

The “Ethernet Function” field presented on SCADAPack E Configurator TCP/IP settings page may be set
to one of the following, depending on RTU model, as illustrated in Figure 6.1 .

TCP/IP Disabled [SCADAPack 300E]- Ethernet interface disabled

TCP/IP Enabled [SCADAPack 300E]- Ethernet interface enabled (default)

ES Remote I/O SCADAPack ES
and

 SCADAPack ER]

- Ethernet interface enabled for ES Remote I/O only

TCP/IP + RemIO SCADAPack ES
and

 SCADAPack ER]

- Ethernet interface enabled for ES Remote I/O & TCP/IP
(default)

The SCADAPack ES and SCADAPack ER RTUs supports dual, independent Ethernet interfaces. 

A given Ethernet interface on any SCADAPack E RTU is activated for TCP/IP communications ONLY
when EACH of the following requirements are met:

RTU has a valid Serial Number and Ethernet MAC address

      (see SCADAPack E Configurator “Status” page, or command line “WHOAMI” command)

Ethernet Function = “TCP/IP + RemIO” or "TCP/IP Enabled"

Ethernet IP Address is set (non zero)

Ethernet Subnet Mask is set (non zero)

Figure 6.1: Ethernet Configuration

If the Ethernet interface is to be used for TCP/IP communications on a SCADAPack E RTU, then it
needs to be assigned an IP Address and Subnet Mask.  See your Network Administrator for address
assignment.
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Changes to these parameters will NOT take effect immediately.  The SCADAPack E RTU needs to be
reset (Restart Controller from SCADAPack E Configurator, DNP3 Cold Restart or HARDWARE RESET)
for new settings to take effect.

The SCADAPack E Ethernet MAC address may be displayed via SCADAPack E Configurator on the 
General | Status page, during RTU start-up diagnostics or using the Command Line “WHOAMI”
command.  For more information see the SCADAPack E Operational Reference manual.

If a SCADAPack E RTU wishes to communicate with an IP address that is not on its local Ethernet
subnet, a GATEWAY route entry needs to be added to the IP Routing Table.  For more information see
Section IP Route Types .38
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6.4 PPP - LCP ECHO, IP Forwarding, & Single Host Systems

PPP - LCP Echo
The SCADAPack E RTU can provide an indication of PPP line status using the LCP ECHO service. 
This is provided to the user via the Command Line STATUS PPP command (see the SCADAPack E
Operational Reference manual), and through an ISaGRAF function PPP_ECHO.

LCP ECHO may return timed-out on a busy PPP link.  Therefore it is advisable to check the link a few
times after a timeout before being confident that connection on the PPP link is lost.

The PPP_ECHO ISaGRAF function waits for a response or timeout after sending an LCP echo request
to the PPP interface.  This may take a long period of time, and cause suspension of the ISaGRAF user
application.

For this reason, care should taken with the use of the PPP_ECHO function, and it suggested that the
second ISaGRAF target kernel could be used to generate echo requests without impacting upon control
and sequencing code executing in the first ISaGRAF target kernel on the RTU.

For more information see SCADAPack E ISaGRAF Function Block Reference manual, and the
SCADAPack E Target 5 Function Block Reference manual.

IP Forwarding
IP packets received by an RTU, whose destination addresses are in the same subnet as one of the
configured RTU interfaces, are automatically forwarded to the appropriate interface port.  (i.e. There is no
need for static IP Routing table entries for local interfaces).

SPECIAL CASE:  Where a single TCP/IP interface is configured on a remote RTU, and the interface is
PPP (i.e. no Ethernet interface configured), the  SCADAPack E RTU will automatically create a
DEFAULT GATEWAY route in the IP Routing Table. This route entry routes IP packets out the PPP
interface, by default, as it is assumed that there is nowhere else to send them.  For more information
see Automatic Route Entries in Section Automatic Route Entries .

IN EVERY OTHER CASE:  IP Routing Table entries need to be manually added for access to IP sub-
networks that are not directly interfaced by an SCADAPack E RTU TCP/IP interface.  (See next
section).

Single Host Systems
The simplest of IP and DNP3 routing arrangements occur where a single end-node RTU is connected to
a single Host system (also known as “Telemetry Computer” – TC) via a TCP/IP communication path.

In this scenario, the required RTU settings are as per the description in the SCADAPack E DNP3
Technical Reference manual.
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6.5 IP Routing

The SCADAPack E TCP/IP stack has the capability of routing IP packets to remote sub-networks via
local RTU interfaces, and provides services for routing between different TCP/IP interfaces on the same
SCADAPack E RTU.  This facility is used to inter-network SCADAPack E RTUs and also allow
connection of RTUs to commercial TCP/IP networks.

While the RTU is not a TCP/IP router, it provides a subset of packet forwarding and IP gateway services
which can be useful in typical systems.

The SCADAPack E RTU IP Routing Table entries may be added by the following RTU facilities:

Automatic routing entries for RTU IP interfaces

Routing entries added from the SCADAPack E Configurator IP Routing Table

Routing entries added from an ISaGRAF application (dynamic)

Routing entries added from the RTU command line (dynamic)

The IP Routing table is found in the Advanced TCP/IP page of the SCADAPack E Configurator. A screen
shot of a typical IP Routing table entry is shown below.

 
Figure 6.5: Typical IP Routing Table Entry

IP Route entries configured via the SCADAPack E Configurator are loaded as STATIC ROUTES into the
SCADAPack E RTU IP routing table at RTU startup.  Changes to this table take effect upon
SCADAPack E Configurator Restart Controller, DNP3 COLD RESTART or HARDWARE RESET of the
RTU.

ROUTE entries may be added to the IP ROUTING table in a SCADAPack E RTU via the command line
ROUTE command (see the SCADAPack E Operational Reference manual), or via ISaGRAF function
blocks (see the SCADAPack E ISaGRAF Function Block Reference manual and the SCADAPack E
Target 5 Function Block Reference manual).  These route entries are Dynamic, in that they are not
retained by the RTU if the RTU is powered off or restarted.  These dynamic route entries may be set with
a TIME-TO-LIVE (TTL) lifetime, after which they are deleted following routing inactivity for the TTL period.
Alternatively, they can have an infinite TTL (by setting TTL to zero) and behave the same way as STATIC
route entries although they were dynamically created after the RTU started up. 

Both Static and Dynamic route entries may be added or removed from the RTU’s routing table, and
these changes take effect immediately. 

The SCADAPack E RTU’s routing table maintains a USAGE COUNTER for each static route entry.  I.e.
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each time the same static route is added, its usage counter is increased.  If the same static route is
added multiple times, the usage counter is incremented multiple times.  If the route is deleted, its usage
counter is decremented.  A static route entry is only removed from the route table when its usage
counter is zero.

Multiple processes may add the same route (e.g. 2 ISaGRAF target applications in the same RTU, but
each is responsible for deleting its route when finished with it).  As a result of this user applications
should only add route entries when needed in a “single-shot” fashion (so that they can also be
removed on demand) rather than constantly adding the same route entry.  Usage counting does not
apply to Dynamic routes (i.e. routes with a TTL lifetime).
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6.5.1 IP Route Types

Four different types of IP Routes may be added to the routing table.  Where multiple routing entries may
exist for resolving the same destination IP address, the RTU’s TCP/IP stack prioritizes the routes
according to the route type, then in the order they appear in the route list (from top to bottom).  Route
types listed here first have the highest priority.

HOST ROUTE - a route to the specific target IP host

NETWORK ROUTE - a route to a sub-network that the target host is on

GATEWAY ROUTE - a route to an IP host that is a gateway to the target host

DEFAULT-GATEWAY ROUTE - a route to an IP host that is a gateway to any target host that can’t be
found using any other route

There are no mandatory requirements for any particular route types to be present in the SCADAPack E
RTU’s IP Routing table.  Some route entries are added automatically by the SCADAPack E RTU.  These
are detailed in the next section.

The various route types are resolved from the configuration of the route entries as follows:

HOST ROUTE:  IP address = single host IP,  Subnet = 255.255.255.255

NETWORK ROUTE: IP address = network IP, Subnet = network subnet, No Gateway

GATEWAY ROUTE: IP address = network IP, Subnet = network subnet, Gateway = host IP

DEFAULT-GATEWAY ROUTE: No IP address, No Subnet, Gateway = host IP

Multiple route entries of each type are permitted in the routing table.  The SCADAPack E internal routing
table is limited to 26 separate route entries.  The SCADAPack E Configurator permits up to 20 static
entries to be configured.  Removal of an unused route entry permits a new route entry to be added. 
Where multiple Default-Gateway Route entries are present, the first one defined in the table is used. 
However when multiple default gateway routes are present, the SCADAPack ERTU may cycle between
default gateway route entries when a command line “ROUTE CYCLE-DEFAULT-GATEWAY” command
is issued, or an ISaGRAF “IP_CYCGW” function is executed.

The METRIC field in each route entry is used to set a “Cost” for a route as a means of determining the
priority of an interface when multiple paths exist for interconnecting IP hosts.  Generally, PPP interfaces
have a higher metric (and therefore lower priority) than an ETHERNET interface.  The user may select a
metric for a route entry, or use “0” to apply the default interface metric to the route entry.

When determining where an IP packet is to be sent, including where the received IP packet is to be
forwarded, the RTU’s TCP/IP stack searches the routing table for routes in the above order (i.e. Host,
Network, Gateway, Default-Gateway). Automatic IP Routing Table entries for the RTU’s IP interfaces will
be found first (see section Automatic Route Entries ). The various interface sub-net masks are
applied to the IP Routing Table address and then the destination IP address, and if a matching entry is
found in one of these searches, the searching continues to determine if a higher priority route entry
exists.  The packet is forwarded to the interface with the highest priority route entry and the lowest
metric.  If an entry is not found in any of these searches, the searching is terminated and the packet is
discarded. 
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The command-line “ROUTE PRINT” command indicates configured interfaces and route entries, including
the route entry type (see above), and the routing priority order.  For more information on this command
see the SCADAPack E Operational Reference manual.

It is more efficient for the SCADAPack E RTU, when searching the routing table, if the user orders the
static route entries with most used routes nearer the top of the table, in priority order, i.e. HOST routes,
NETWORK routes, GATEWAY routes, DEFAULT-GATEWAY routes.
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6.5.2 Automatic Route Entries

The SCADAPack E RTU automatically adds an IP route entry to the IP routing table for each TCP/IP
interface on the RTU.

The RTU’s ETHERNET interface has a NETWORK route entry added based on its configured IP address
and Sub-net mask.

PPP interfaces preliminarily have a NETWORK route added, but upon successful negotiation with a peer
PPP device, this route entry is changed to a HOST route entry.

The SCADAPack E RTU may also automatically add an IP routing entry to the routing table in the
following circumstances:

A Single PPP interface is defined on the SCADAPack E RTU

No static user routes are defined

In this instance, a DEFAULT-GATEWAY Route is added to enable any in-bound IP packet to be
responded.  For example:

Routes:
Type Destination-IP Net-mask Gateway-IP I/face Metric TTL
NETWORK 158.234.186.160 255.255.255.240 158.234.186.168 2 2 999
DFLT-GW 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 127.0.0.1 2 2 999

Where multiple TCP/IP interfaces are defined for the RTU, the user needs to add routes to
unambiguously define the interfaces for which IP packets, including response packets, will be routed.
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6.6 Communicating from RTUs to Multiple Hosts

Where multiple Host systems may potentially communicate with an end-node RTUs, the following
considerations should be made:

Host IP Tracking

Multiple Hosts - different IP & DNP3 Master addresses

Multiple Hosts - different IP address / same DNP3 Master address

42
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6.6.1 Host IP Tracking

To facilitate real-time changes in IP addressing information, especially in multiple host and/or DNP3 –
TCP/IP “gateway” scenarios, the SCADAPack E RTU updates a set of system points with IP information
about Host systems nominated by DNP3 node address.

The “DNP/IP Hosts” page of the SCADAPack E Configurator allows configuration of Host DNP/IP
Tracking.

 
Figure 6.6: DNP/IP Host Configuration

When a user configures a “Host DNP3 Address” field(s) with a DNP3 Node address, the SCADAPack E
tracks DNP3 messages with a source address matching the “Host DNP3 Address”.  Any changes in the
DNP3 Node’s IP address, transport or port number information are updated in the corresponding “Host IP
Address” system string point.  The “Host IP Interface” field is also updated, indicating the SCADAPack
E RTU’s local IP Interface that the message was received on (and so on which the host can be
contacted).

This facility can only be used where the SCADAPack E RTU is the target destination for the IP
message.  I.e. where the DNP3 message transported by IP is processed by the RTU.  It cannot be
used where the SCADAPack E RTU is forwarding IP packets between RTU interfaces.

The SCADAPack E RTU can track up to four (4) separate DNP3 hosts simultaneously, and an ISaGRAF
user application may read the corresponding “Host IP Address” system string to determine if the host
has changed its network characteristics.  Similarly, the user may read the corresponding “Host IP
Interface” system point to determine the current RTU port / IP interface that the host is currently
communicating on.

The format of “Host IP Address” string field is the same as the “Connect No.” field formats for TCP/IP
described in the SCADAPack E DNP3 Technical Reference manual.  Where TCP transport is used, the
“Host IP Address” field will indicate ‘:T’.  Where UDP transport is used, the field will indicate “:xxxxxU”
where xxxxx = UDP local Port number of the DNP3 host. 
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Eight general purpose strings are provided within the DNP/IP Host page so that IP addresses can be
stored as part of an RTU’s configuration.  These can be read by ISaGRAF, for example, and used in
manipulating IP addresses.  The SCADAPack E RTU operating system does not use these points;
rather they are provided for the user to manipulate in any way that is required.

 
Figure 6.7: General Purpose IP Strings

If necessary, the ISaGRAF user application can modify connection information in the DNP route table,
add or delete routes in the IP routing table, etc.

e.g. update the “Connect No.” field from a “Host IP Address” (for example string using “CHGRTNUM”
function block).

e.g. update the IP routing table entries  (for example string using “IP_DEL” or “IP_ADD” functions).

Table 6.3: 16-bit Integer Analog Points

System Point Description System Analog

Point Number

Point Type

Host DNP3 Node Address 1 53500

Host DNP3 Node Address 2 53501

Host DNP3 Node Address 3 53502

Host DNP3 Node Address 4 53503

Host IP Interface 1 53510 Read Only

Host IP Interface 2 53511 Read Only

Host IP Interface 3 53512 Read Only

Host IP Interface 4 53513 Read Only

“Host DNP3 Node Address” points have values in the range 0 to 65519.

The “Host IP Interface” points have the following values:

0 = PORT 0-4
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-
4
5 = ETHERNET 1

6 = ETHERNET 2 (SCADAPack ES and SCADAPack ER only)
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Table 6.4: System String Points

System Point Description System String

Point Number

Point Type

General Purpose IP Address 1 50000 Rd/Wr

General Purpose IP Address 2 50001 Rd/Wr

General Purpose IP Address 3 50002 Rd/Wr

General Purpose IP Address 4 50003 Rd/Wr

General Purpose IP Address 5 50010 Rd/Wr

General Purpose IP Address 6 50011 Rd/Wr

General Purpose IP Address 7 50012 Rd/Wr

General Purpose IP Address 8 50013 Rd/Wr

Host IP Address 1 50020 Read Only

Host IP Address 2 50021 Read Only

Host IP Address 3 50022 Read Only

Host IP Address 4 50023 Read Only

The “Host IP Address” string points have the same format as the “Connect Number” field in the
SCADAPack E RTU Routing Table. See above.
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6.6.2 Multiple Hosts - different IP & DNP3 Master addresses

The SCADAPack E RTU currently imposes some restrictions on multi-master networks. The
SCADAPack E RTU only supports multiple host addresses if the following conditions are met:

Any Master may read RTU data current values using point range qualifiers or Class 0 polls

Only one Master may poll for RTU events using event object requests or Class 1,2 or 3 polls

If the SCADAPack E RTU is configured to report unsolicited responses containing events, it
needs to be to the Master that may poll for events

SCADAPack E RTU Configuration requires a separate route table entry for each master node,
specifying its DNP3 master address and IP host address.
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6.6.3 Multiple Hosts - different IP address / same DNP3 Master address

 This scenario may use one of two different communication architectures:
DNP3 Master hosts may use the same interface to communicate with the SCADAPack E RTU

DNP3 Master hosts may use different interfaces to communicate with the SCADAPack E RTU

Where IP interfaces are not used, an end-node RTU can automatically detect its Master on a different
communication port without any specific configuration.  This permits responses to the Master requests
to be sent the originating interface, but will not automatically change ports for unsolicited responses to a
Master.

When IP interfaces are used, and the host’s IP address changes, this needs to be managed in addition
to the master port that DNP3 unsolicited response messages are generated to.

The SCADAPack E RTU provides services to ISaGRAF user applications that permit detection and
dynamic modification of communication interfaces.
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6.6.3.1 SCADAPack E Communication Statistics System Points

System Point Description System Analog

Point Number

Total DNP3 Master Fragments Received 53000

Unsolicited Fragments Transmitted 53001

Unconfirmed (timed-out) Unsolicited Responses 53002

An ISaGRAF user application tracking changes in these communication counters can detect a change
in master communication paths and update routing table information accordingly (see below).

ISaGRAF Function Block Interfaces
RTUPARAM function block may be used to dynamically change the SCADAPack E RTU’s Master
Port (the port to which Unsolicited Responses are sent)
CHGROUTE function block may be used to dynamically change a specific routing table field

CHGRTNUM function block may be used to dynamically change a routing table “Connect No.” string
field for a matching destination address entry

CHGRTPRT function block may be used to dynamically change a routing table destination port field
for a matching destination address entry

Further information on these function blocks are described in SCADAPack E ISaGRAF Function
Block Reference manual and the SCADAPack E Target 5 Function Block Reference manual.

The “DNP Master Port” configuration is normally set to the primary path used for Master
communications with the RTU.  In addition, a DNP3 network routing table entry corresponding to the
DNP3 Master is configured with its IP connection information.  It is highly recommended that the
Master’s Route Table entry be configured as a separate route entry record for the Master DNP address
only, rather than a range of addresses.  This will prevent confusion and undesired operation if the route
entries’ destination port, online/offline status or connection information is modified.

IP Host Tracking
Using the mechanism described in section Host IP Tracking , a user ISaGRAF application may
detect a change in the IP address and/or IP interface for a DNP3 Master host system.  It may then apply
changes in communication settings or update routing table information accordingly (DNP3 routing
changes - see below, IP routing changes see Section IP Routing )
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6.7 DNP3 / IP Gateway

DNP3 frames may be transported by UDP datagrams or TCP streams between SCADAPack E RTUs, or
between a Host system and an SCADAPack E RTU.  An SCADAPack E RTU may be used as a
Gateway between TCP/IP network interfaces and DNP3 protocol channels.  

A DNP3 frame transmitted from a UDP or TCP host to a PPP-TCP/IP serial interface or Ethernet
interface on an SCADAPack E RTU requires an IP source address and IP destination address.  These
are provided to the DNP3 - IP interface at the host (by UDP or TCP socket) at the time that TCP/IP
encapsulates the DNP3 frame.

The IP source address of DNP3 data leaving an SCADAPack E RTU via TCP/IP is the IP address of the
RTU interface that the packet will be transmitted on.  Recall that the SCADAPack E RTU will determine
on which RTU communication channel (potentially a TCP/IP interface) to send the DNP3 frame.  This is
based on criteria such as the channel that the request is received on (if it is sending a response), the
DNP “Master On” Port, and the DNP Networking table.  For more information see the SCADAPack E
DNP3 Technical Reference manual.

The destination IP address of the packet is derived from the DNP routing table “Connect No.” field, and
the transport used and destination port number is derived either from the “Connect No.” field or from the
TCP/IP “Default DNP Transport” and “Default DNP Port” configurations.
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6.7.1 Multiple Static TCP/IP - DNP3 Gateway Entries, UDP Port / IP Address Grouping, & DNP / IP
Peer Communications

Multiple Static TCP/IP – DNP3 Gateway Entries
The SCADAPack E RTU will permit multiple static entries for the same DNP3 address range to be
entered in the DNP routing table.  This potentially allows the RTU to deliver DNP3 messages to different
IP addresses in different circumstances. For example a backup data concentrator node may have the
same DNP3 address as its primary data concentrator, but may have a different IP address.  

An ISaGRAF user application may manipulate route table entry “STATUS” fields for appropriate entries,
rather than manipulate “Connect No.” fields, in order to place route entries Online or Offline for activation
or de-activation of communication configurations.

UDP Port / IP Address Grouping
The SCADAPack E RTU may be used as communication gateway with RTUs where host source UDP
port numbers and IP addresses are used by a SCADA Master to group remote RTU communications. 
Some SCADA Master systems may permit or require RTUs to be arranged in groups, on local UDP port
numbers.  Others systems may map individual remote RTUs to different local UDP port numbers.  This
SCADAPack E RTU may act as a TCP/IP to DNP3 gateway for both types of systems.  

The DNP3 Routing Table is limited to 100 entries, and therefore a maximum of 100 groups of IP / UDP
port addressing pairs.  By utilizing a range of DNP3 node addresses for each route table entry, up to
100 groups or RTU nodes may be networked from the same SCADAPack E RTU gateway.

DNP3 Routing Table entries can have “Connect No.” fields configured with port numbers and UDP
transport matching the configuration of a Host system using groups of RTU’s on local UDP port
numbers.  Alternatively, the “Connect No.” fields may be left blank in return route entries to a Host
system.

SCADAPack E RTUs automatically update the “Connect No.” field for messages being routed out of the
RTU.  This ensures that return route information is up to date for correct routing of in-bound messages to
be routed, for example from remote RTU’s to a host system. It is recommended that, where possible,
RTU’s be grouped with common connection information together on the same return route entry. 
Otherwise, individual route entries are required for each remote RTU.

These facilities allow compatibility with host systems capable of providing parallel communication with
remote RTU’s by establishing local UDP port number groups, where the DNP3 responses and
unsolicited responses are assumed to be delivered to the local UDP port number.  This is not default
DNP3 LAN/WAN behavior and needs to be specially configured to operate in this configuration.

DNP / IP Peer Communications
The SCADAPack E RTU manages the routing of DNP3 frames to and from TCP-IP or UDP-IP for a
variety of node types including Master hosts, DNP3 Peer nodes, and remote diagnostic/configuration
nodes.  DNP3 Peer node and diagnostic/configuration node communication is treated in the same way
as DNP3 – TCP/IP communications between remote RTUs and hosts.

By default, the assigned TCP and UDP port number 20000 is used in order to communicate with the
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SCADAPack E RTU, but this may be changing by reconfiguring the “Default DNP3 Transport” and
“Default DNP3 Port” configurations, or by overriding settings in the “Connect No.” field in a DNP3 routing
table entry.   If these configurations are modified or overridden, then the peer devices or configuration
nodes need to use a TCP or UDP transport method, and port number matching the SCADAPack E RTU
configuration in order to work correctly.  

For example the SCADAPack E Configurator permits the Local and Remote Port numbers to be
changed for UDP and TCP transport.
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6.7.2 Routing DNP3 Frames in a Multiple Host  & UDP Port Environment

Routing DNP3 Frames in a Multiple Host Environment
In a system where an SCADAPack E RTU is used as a Gateway between IP networks and DNP3
devices, special consideration needs to be given where routing occurs in a multiple host environment.

Where hosts have different DNP3 Node Addresses and different IP Host Addresses, separate
DNP routing entries need to be added to the DNP Routing Table in the RTU for each Host.

Where hosts have the same DNP3 Node Addresses (Master DNP node Address) and different IP
Host Addresses, the DNP Routing Table configuration needs to be managed to detect a change in
IP Address for the Master DNP node.  The issues in this case are the same as described in
Section Multiple Hosts - different IP address / same DNP3 Master address .

This architecture is further described in Section DNP3 / IP Gateway .

Routing DNP3 Frames in a Multiple UDP Port Environment
Where different Host UDP ports are used to communicate with groups of DNP devices (and the host
requires the DNP device responses to be returned to same UDP port number), then a separate DNP
routing entry needs to be added for each different UDP port.  Assuming an SCADAPack E RTU is
providing TCP/IP to DNP3 Gateway facilities and routing DNP3 frames to remote DNP devices,
configurations similar to the following may be required in the SCADAPack E RTU DNP Routing Table.

This configuration is supported by SCADAPack E RTUs and is used by some Master Stations to
improve communications throughput when using UDP sockets, but it is non-standard behavior for DNP3
over LAN/WAN networks.  For more information see the DNP3 User Group Transporting DNP3 over
Local and Wide Area Networks. 
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7 PPP - TCP/IP Communication

Each port configured for PPP-TCP/IP communications on the SCADAPack E has the following
parameters associated with the Interface:

Port Function = “PPP/TCPIP”

Port IP address is set (non zero)

Port Subnet Mask is set (non zero)

A SCADAPack E  PPP interface is activated ONLY when EACH of the above parameters are
configured (for example as illustrated in the figure below). 

The configuration panel shown below is located on the TCP/IP page of the SCADAPack E Configurator.
 

Figure 6.2: Serial Port PPP Configuration

Changes to these parameters will NOT take effect immediately.  The RTU needs to be reset
(SCADAPack E Configurator Restart Controller, DNP3 COLD RESTART or HARDWARE RESET) for
new settings to take effect.
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7.1 PPP Driver Hardware Handshaking

The SCADAPack E PPP driver commences its establishment of a communications link with a peer PPP
device by checking the state of an RS232 port hardware input line.

Different RTU models have different RS232 port input lines.

The correct SCADAPack E RTU serial port lines must be connected and active for correct PPP
interface operation as described in the following table:

Table 6.2: RTU Serial Port Connections

Device Serial port Serial Input Line
from modem DCD

Serial Output Line to
modem DTR

SCADAPack ES All RJ-12
serial ports

CTS RTS

SCADAPack ER DB-9 serial
port 0

DCD DTR

SCADAPack ER RJ-12 serial
ports 1-4

CTS RTS

SCADAPack 300E
RTUs

All RJ-45
serial ports

DCD DTR

Where a modem is used for a PPP connection to the SCADAPack E, it is required that the Modem’s
DCD line be connected to the appropriate RTU serial port input line, and the Modem’s DTR line be
connected to the appropriate RTU serial output line.  For more information on cabling see the relevant 
SCADAPack E Hardware Manual.

The SCADAPack E diagnostics indicates state changes in serial port control lines for PPP channels,
and uses DCD and DTR terminology assuming that a modem is connected to the SCADAPack E serial
port.  Therefore, the following discussions use the same terminology.

Where a direct RS232 serial PPP connection is used to the SCADAPack E, it will be necessary to
check that DCD is asserted in order to permit PPP operation on the SCADAPack E. Normally this can
be achieved by connecting the DTR line of the peer PPP device to the SCADAPack E serial port CTS
line.  If the peer PPP device does not provide hardware handshaking, this may be achieved by
connecting RTS and CTS lines together at the RTU serial connector.

The PPP DCD Drop Delay parameter is used by the driver to determine how long DCD needs to be off to
consider the PPP link as disconnected.

TIP: Use this parameter (on SCADAPack E Configurator TCP/IP page) to improve reliability of a
PPP connection, for example in a GPRS system.
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If DCD is not asserted after the drop delay, possibly because an attached modem is not connected, the
DTR line will be lowered for 1.5 seconds then raised again in an attempt to force a local modem to re-
train (reconnect).  The DCD line state is checked again after 40 seconds, and if not asserted, the
process is repeated.

Once the DCD line is asserted, the SCADAPack E will begin PPP negotiation with the peer device on
the serial link.

To assist with monitoring of PPP links, a set of system points is provided to indicate the DCD transition
statistics on the RTU serial port.  

Table 6.3: System Points for DCD Transmission Statistics

System Analog Point Port 0 Port 1 Port 2 Port 3 Port 4

Number of DCD Drop-outs 53019 53033 53047 53061 53075

Where a SCADAPack E serial channel is configured as a PPP interface, the appropriate system point is
incremented each time a dropout of DCD is detected on the interface.
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7.2 PPP Negotiation

Asynchronous PPP is supported on SCADAPack E serial communication interfaces.  A SCADAPack E
interface will permit negotiation for the following PPP options:

Local IP Address

ACCM – Asynchronous Control Character Map

MRU – Maximum Receive Unit

Magic Number

PFC – Protocol Field Compression

ACFC – Address and Control Field Compression

Authentication Protocol

The intent of PPP negotiation is to strike the lowest common denominator in communication links,
whilst maximizing link performance.  The SCADAPack E is accommodating in its negotiation for these
options.

Subtle differences in PPP negotiation have been noted between different telecommunication companies
(when using PPP interfaces to GPRS modems, for example). The SCADAPack E RTU provides some
adaptive mechanisms whereby an unsuccessful negotiation will subsequently attempt a different
negotiation to attempt to succeed with its connection.

IP Address

Setting the PPP Port’s IP Address is optional.  When set it is used in negotiation of IP address with a
peer PPP device.  The RTU does not attempt to negotiate a “Remote IP Address” with a peer, and it is
flexible in its negotiation of a “Local IP Address”.  I.e. if a user does not set an IP address on the RTU’s
PPP port, the RTU assumes that the peer PPP node will supply it an IP address.  If an RTU IP address
is assigned, the RTU suggests this to the peer PPP node when negotiating the opening of the PPP link.
The peer PPP node may accept it, or chose to assign a new IP address to the SCADAPack E RTU’s
interface.

The PPP device connected to the SCADAPack E needs to be configured correctly in order for the
SCADAPack E PPP interface to correctly use its desired IP address and other negotiable options.

A re-negotiated IP address is not displayed via the SCADAPack E Configurator, as this is the
configuration address.  To check the RTU’s actual negotiated IP address on a PPP interface, it is
necessary to do one of the following:

View the RTU’s diagnostics as it negotiates the PPP link. It will display something like:

PPP>>Interface: 1  MY IP: 158.234.186.167  HIS IP: 158.234.186.166
Or

PPP>>Interface: 1  MY IP: 192.168.0.249  HIS IP: 0.0.0.0

In the first case, both ends of the PPP link have an IP address.  The SCADAPack E RTU does not
dictate the remote IP address (HIS IP), but it does need to be in the same IP subnet for correct
communication.  In the second case, only the SCADAPack E RTU end of the link has an IP address. 
The other device, through IPCP negotiation, may have assigned the IP address to the SCADAPack E
RTU.
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Use the RTU’s command line WHOAMI or STATUS commands, which will indicate the active IP
address rather than the configured address.  This will display something like:

PORT    1 (19200 bps): PPP. IP Addr 158.234.168.167 
Subnet-Mask 255.255.255.240

Or
PPP Channel 1 (IP addr 158.234.168.167)

Other Negotiation

The SCADAPack E suggests an ACCM map of 00000000h (no ACCM character substitution) and will
negotiate with the peer PPP interface on a mutually suitable map.

The SCADAPack E RTU suggests an MRU size of 1500 bytes and will negotiate with the peer PPP
interface for other sizes.

The SCADAPack E suggests a Magic Number for detection of looped-back links and will negotiate with
the peer PPP interface for its use.

When negotiating for Protocol Field Compression (PFC) and Address and Control Field Compression
(ACFC), the SCADAPack E suggests these fields are compressed but will negotiate with the peer PPP
interface.

Both PAP and CHAP authentication is supported for GPRS and 1xRTT connections. PAP is negotiation
is initially attempted. If this is not accepted, or CHAP authentication is proposed, then CHAP negotiation
is attempted. The PPP driver will operate with either PAP or CHAP authentication as negotiated with the
PPP host.
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7.3 PPP Diagnostics

The following sections provide diagnostics from typical PPP negotiation transactions with a SCADAPack
E RTU.  

PPP diagnostics can be enabled with the following command-line commands:

TCPDIAG ENABLE PPP
DIAG

PPP Negotiation between SCADAPack E RTUs

PPP Re-negotiation

PPP IP Address Negotiation

PPP IP Address Override
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7.3.1 PPP Negotiation between SCADAPack E RTUs

Two SCADAPack E RTUs were interconnected using PPP serial interfaces for the following diagnostics.

CONFIGURATIONS
This RTU: 158.234.186.167 subnet 255.255.255.240
Other RTU: 158.234.186.166 subnet 255.255.255.240

RTU DIAGNOSTICS
PPP: OUT:LCP :CONF REQ: ACCM(0), MAGIC(223), PFC, ACFC,
PPP: IN: LCP :CONF REQ: ACCM(0), MAGIC(96744b7), PFC, ACFC,
PPP: OUT:LCP :CONF ACK: ACCM(0), MAGIC(96744b7), PFC, ACFC,
PPP: IN: LCP :CONF ACK: ACCM(0), MAGIC(223), PFC, ACFC,
PPP: OUT:IPCP:CONF REQ: COMP(2d,f,1), ADDR(158.234.186.167),
PPP: IN: IPCP:CONF REQ: COMP(2d,f,1), ADDR(158.234.186.166),
PPP: OUT:IPCP:CONF ACK: COMP(2d,f,1), ADDR(158.234.186.166),
PPP: OUT:IPCP:CONF REQ: COMP(2d,f,1), ADDR(158.234.186.167),
PPP: IN: IPCP:CONF ACK: COMP(2d,f,1), ADDR(158.234.186.167),
PPP>>Interface: 1  MY IP: 158.234.186.167  HIS IP: 158.234.186.166
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7.3.2 PPP Re-negotiation

The diagnostics below were a result of an SCADAPack E RTU interconnected with a third party PPP
device that did not support PPP header compression.  

The PPP options were renegotiated to not use header compression.

CONFIGURATIONS

This RTU: 158.234.186.167 subnet 255.255.255.240

Other device: 158.234.186.166 subnet 255.255.255.240

RTU DIAGNOSTICS

PPP: OUT:LCP :CONF REQ: ACCM(0), MAGIC(223), PFC, ACFC,

PPP: IN: LCP :CONF REQ: ACCM(0), PFC, ACFC,

PPP: OUT:LCP :CONF ACK: ACCM(0), PFC, ACFC,

PPP: IN: LCP :CONF REJ: MAGIC(223),

PPP: OUT:LCP :CONF REQ: ACCM(0), PFC, ACFC,

PPP: IN: LCP :CONF ACK: ACCM(0), PFC, ACFC,

PPP: OUT:IPCP:CONF REQ: COMP(2d,f,1), ADDR(158.234.186.167),

PPP: IN: IPCP:CONF REQ: ADDR(158.234.186.166),

PPP: OUT:IPCP:CONF ACK: ADDR(158.234.186.166),

PPP: IN: IPCP:CONF REJ: COMP(2d,f,1),

PPP: OUT:IPCP:CONF REQ: ADDR(158.234.186.167),

PPP: IN: IPCP:CONF ACK: ADDR(158.234.186.167),

PPP>>Interface: 1  MY IP: 158.234.186.167  HIS IP: 158.234.186.166

The other device does not support PPP compression, which is correctly negotiated away.
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7.3.3 PPP IP Address Negotiation

The diagnosics below were the result of an SCADAPack E RTU interconnected with a PPP modem
device that assigns an IP address to the connecting device.

CONFIGURATIONS 

PPP modem: 192.168.0.249

This RTU: None   subnet 255.255.255.240

RTU DIAGNOSTICS

PPP: OUT:LCP :CONF REQ: ACCM(0), MAGIC(213), PFC, ACFC,

PPP: IN: LCP :CONF REQ: MRU(5dc), ACCM(a0000), MAGIC(1d0e32), PFC, ACFC,

PPP: OUT:LCP :CONF ACK: MRU(5dc), ACCM(a0000), MAGIC(1d0e32), PFC, ACFC,

PPP: IN: LCP :CONF ACK: ACCM(0), MAGIC(213), PFC, ACFC,

PPP: OUT:IPCP:CONF REQ: COMP(2d,f,1), ADDR(0.0.0.0),

PPP: OUT:IPCP:CONF REQ: COMP(2d,f,1), ADDR(0.0.0.0),

PPP: IN: IPCP:CONF REQ: COMP(2d,f,1),

PPP: OUT:IPCP:CONF ACK: COMP(2d,f,1),

PPP: IN: IPCP:CONF NAK: ADDR(192.168.0.249),

PPP: OUT:IPCP:CONF REQ: COMP(2d,f,1), ADDR(192.168.0.249),

PPP: IN: IPCP:CONF ACK: COMP(2d,f,1), ADDR(192.168.0.249),

PPP>>Interface: 1  MY IP: 192.168.0.249  HIS IP: 0.0.0.0

RTU sets its configured IP address with the address negotiated with the PPP modem (192.168.0.249)
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7.3.4 PPP IP Address Override

The diagnostics below were the result of an SCADAPack E RTU interconnected with a PPP modem
device that assigns an IP address to the connecting device.  The RTU’s address is rejected and
overridden.

CONFIGURATIONS 

PPP modem 192.168.0.249

This RTU: 158.234.186.167 subnet 255.255.255.240

RTU DIAGNOSTICS

PPP: OUT:LCP :CONF REQ: ACCM(0), MAGIC(213), PFC, ACFC,

PPP: IN: LCP :CONF REQ: MRU(5dc), ACCM(a0000), MAGIC(16cbcf), PFC, ACFC,

PPP: OUT:LCP :CONF ACK: MRU(5dc), ACCM(a0000), MAGIC(16cbcf), PFC, ACFC,

PPP: IN: LCP :CONF ACK: ACCM(0), MAGIC(213), PFC, ACFC,

PPP: OUT:IPCP:CONF REQ: COMP(2d,f,1), ADDR(158.234.186.167),

PPP: IN: IPCP:CONF REQ: COMP(2d,f,1),

PPP: OUT:IPCP:CONF ACK: COMP(2d,f,1),

PPP: IN: IPCP:CONF NAK: ADDR(192.168.0.249),

PPP: OUT:IPCP:CONF REQ: COMP(2d,f,1), ADDR(192.168.0.249),

PPP: IN: IPCP:CONF ACK: COMP(2d,f,1), ADDR(192.168.0.249),

PPP>>Interface: 1  MY IP: 192.168.0.249  HIS IP: 0.0.0.0

RTU overrides its configured IP address with the address negotiated with the PPP modem

(PPP modem rejects 158.234.186.167 and suggests 192.168.0.249 in this case)
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8 SLIP and CSLIP - TCP/IP Communication

Each port configured for SLIP or CSLIP communications on the SCADAPack E has the following
parameters associated with the Interface:

Port Function = SLIP or CSLIP

Port IP address is set (non zero)

Port Remote IP address is set (non zero)

A SCADAPack E  SLIP or CSLIP interface is activated ONLY when EACH of the above parameters are
configured on the TCP/IP page of the SCADAPack E Configurator.   

Changes to these parameters will NOT take effect immediately.  The RTU needs to be reset
(SCADAPack E Configurator Restart Controller, DNP3 COLD RESTART or HARDWARE RESET) for
new settings to take effect.
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9 GPRS - General Packet Radio Service

The General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) is a non-voice value added service that allows information to
be sent and received across a GSM mobile (cell) network. It supplements the Circuit Switched Data and
Short Message Service. 

An external GPRS modem is typically used for connecting devices to a GPRS system.

SCADAPack E RTUs interact with the GPRS modem through an RS232 serial port using PPP - TCP/IP
Communication .

GPRS is NOT related to GPS (the Global Positioning System), a similar acronym that is often used in
mobile contexts. 

GPRS facilitates instant connections whereby information can be sent or received immediately as the
need arises. No dial-up modem connection is necessary. This is why GPRS users are sometimes
referred to be as being "always connected". Immediacy is one of the advantages of GPRS (and SMS)
when compared to Circuit Switched Data. High immediacy is a needed feature for time dependent
applications such as SCADA use.

Theoretical maximum speeds of up to 171.2 kilobits per second (kbps) are achievable with GPRS using
the eight timeslots at the same time. This is about three times as fast as the data transmission speeds
possible over today’s fixed telecommunications networks and ten times as fast as current Circuit
Switched Data services on GSM networks.

Achieving the theoretical maximum GPRS data transmission speed of 171.2 kbps would require a single
user taking over the eight timeslots without any error protection. Clearly, it is unlikely that a network
operator will allow all timeslots to be used by a single GPRS user. Additionally, the initial GPRS
terminals are expected be severely limited- supporting only one, two or three timeslots. This would give a
practical speed of 56 up to 114 Kbps.

Also see HSDPA - 3G Data Service .

Configuration

GPRS Modem Operation
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9.1 Configuration

GPRS connectivity is provided by the SCADAPack E RTU. 

Making a GPRS connection to the mobile (cell) service provider requires configuration of the modem
using Hayes “AT” command strings.  Once configured, the modem is commanded to go “on-line”.  If this
is successful, a standard PPP session is established with the telecommunication provider's
authentication server.  This usually involves using PAP (Password Authentication Protocol) or CHAP
(Challenge Authentication Protocol) to pass a user-name and password.  

Many telecommunications provides will supply a dynamic IP address to the RTU by default (and this IP
address will change regularly). For normal SCADA applications, the RTU requires a consistent IP
address. Please check that your telecommunications provider is aware of this requirement for the GPRS
service to the RTU.

The RTU firmware implements the GPRS driver as a “dialer” add-on to its PPP serial port driver.  Once a
PPP session is established, all RTU enabled IP services are available on the interface.  

The use of UDP (User Datagram Protocol) is not allowed by some telecommunication providers over their
GPRS network.

GPRS dialer diagnostics are available using the “TCPdiag” command to enable “GPRS/1xRTT” and
“PPP” diagnostic filters.  For more information see the SCADAPack E Operational Reference manual.

Modem Configuration

Port Configuration
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9.1.1 Modem Configuration

The SCADAPack E Configurator provide a “GPRS” configuration page as part of the Ports configuration:

Figure 6.4: SCADAPack E Configurator GPRS Page

PPP/TCPIP function and GPRS mode need to both be selected on the port to activate GPRS
communications.

The other RTU configurations used for GPRS data service are as follows:

Parameter Typical entry Comment

Port Function PPP / TCPIP Use PPP communications for TCP/
IP on the RTU serial port

Port Mode GPRS Start the RTU GPRS port driver

Port Speed 57600 Set the RTU port speed to match
the default modem speed

Port IP
Address

Port Subnet

0.0.0.0

0.0.0.0

RTU requests the IP address from
the GPRS link
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Mask

Port Init. String ATE0V0&D0&C1&W Forces the modem to numeric
responses, enables the DCD
hardware line.

Port APN string AT+CGDCONT=1,”IP”,”telco.internet” Sets up a “User Context” which
requests IP Protocol and sets the 
Access Point Name (provided by
your telecommunications company)

Port Dial Prefix ATDT*99***1# Instructs the modem to go “online”

PAP Username user@gprs.com PAP / CHAP username to logon to
the GPRS network (provided by your
telecommunications company)

PAP Password PAP / CHAP password to logon to
the GPRS network (provided by your
telecommunications company)

The modem command reference and your telecom service provider configuration requirements should be
consulted to determine the exact entries for your system.
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9.1.2 Port Configuration

Each port configured for GPRS communications on the SCADAPack E RTU has the following
parameters associated with the Interface:

Figure 6.3: GPRS Port Configuration

These configuration fields are located on the Ports page of the SCADAPack E Configurator.

HINT: Configure the Ports | GPRS modem configuration page first.

PPP/TCPIP function and GPRS mode need to both be selected on the port to activate GPRS
communications.

Changes to these parameters will NOT take effect immediately.  The SCADAPack E RTU needs to be
reset (SCADAPack E Configurator Restart Controller, DNP3 COLD RESTART or HARDWARE RESET)
for new settings to take effect.
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9.2 GPRS Modem Operation

The SCADAPack E RTUs support Mobile IP communication using an external GPRS modem.

The following table describes functions of the SCADAPack E GPRS modem driver and expected
behaviour of the GPRS modem device.

Initial communication between the RTU and the modem uses Hayes commands and responses. When
the IP communication session is established, the RTU and modem uses PPP - TCP/IP Communication

.

GPRS Modem Driver
function

Interaction with GPRS Modem

Initialize Hayes Commands:
Hayes Response:  

Controls:                

Hayes Commands:

Hayes Response: 

Controls:

+++ ATH

Response Code 0 (OK)

RTU lowers DTR *1

Modem Port Initialization String (e.g.
ATE0V0&D0&C1&W)

Response Code 0 (OK)

Port Connect Status = Modem Available

Setup access information Hayes Commands:
 

Hayes Response:

Modem Port APN String (e.g.
AT+CGDCONT=1,"IP","telcoapn.com")

Response Code 0 (OK)

Signal strength information
(for diagnostic purposes
only)

Hayes Commands:
Hayes Response:

                             
Hayes Commands:

Hayes Response:

AT+CSQ
String + numeric code

AT$$RSSI
String + numeric code

IMSI attach query Hayes Commands:

Hayes Response:

Controls:

AT+CREG?

One of:

+CREG: 0,1 (registered on home network)

+CREG: 1,1 (registered on home network)

+CREG: 0,5 (registered and roaming)

+CREG: 1,5 (registered and roaming)

Waits 15 seconds

Network attach query Hayes Commands:

Hayes Response:

AT+CGATT?

1 (Connected)

Network attach request Hayes Commands: AT+CGATT=1

Network detach / attach Hayes Commands: AT+CGATT=0
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request Controls:

Hayes Commands:

Controls:

Wait 20 seconds

AT+CGATT=1

Wait 20 seconds

Connect IP session Hayes Commands:

Hayes Response:

Controls:

Modem Port Dial Prefix (e.g.
ATDT**99***1#)

1 or 10~99 (Connected)

Port Connect Status = Modem Connected

Handle bad Initialize status Controls: Port Connect Status = <blank>

RTU lowers DTR *1

Wait for DCD inactive *2

RTU raises DTR

Start initialization

Handle bad IMSI attach
query status

Hayes Commands:

Controls:

AT+CFUN=0 (modem shutdown)
AT+CFUN=1 (modem startup)

Start initialization

*1 Modem DTR is connected to the SCADAPack E RTU RS232 port – see SCADAPack E
Communication Interfaces Reference Manual for information on  typical modem wiring

*2 Modem DCD is connected to SCADAPack E RTU RS232 port – see SCADAPack E
Communication Interfaces Reference Manual for information on  typical modem wiring

The RTU GPRS modem driver requires the modem to operate in the following modes (typically set by
the Port Initialization String):

Echo Off (E0)
Quiet Mode Off (Q0)
Verbose Mode Off (V0) - i.e. use numeric codes
Auto-answer (S0=1)
DCD matches remote modem data carrier (&C1)

Unfortunately, modem operation is not universal. Specific modems may have other configuration
requirements.
For example: 

if dropping DTR affects a modem's ability to reconnect, this can be set to be ignored by the modem
(&D0). If modem reliably disconnects and reconnects using DTR, enable this feature (&D2)
If DCD on the modem does not accurately match its connection status, this may need to be turned off
(&C0)
if power to the modem is lost, it may speed up reconnection by having the modem save its
configurations (&W)

The SCADAPack E Diagnostic Stream can be useful in finding modem connection issues. 
Use TCPDIAG ENABLE GPRS to enable GPRS/1xRTT diagnostic information to be displayed on the
diagnostic stream as state changes occur
PPP diagnostic information may also be useful for resolving IP negotiations once the modem and RTU
are connected. Use TCPDIAG ENABLE PPP to enable diagnostics for LCP and IPCP startup and
negotiation states
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For more information see the TCPDIAG command in the SCADAPack E Operational Reference
manual
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10 HSDPA - 3G Data Service

HSDPA (High Speed Downlink Packet Access) is a value added data service that operates on 3rd
generation UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunication System) networks.

Theoretical maximum speeds of up to 14.4 megabits per second (Mbps) are achievable with HSDPA. 

HSDPA facilitates instant connections whereby information can be sent or received immediately as the
need arises. No dial-up connection is necessary.

HSDPA utilises the same connection mechanisms as GPRS and is similarly referred to as "always
connected". Immediacy is one of the advantages when compared to Circuit Switched Data. High
immediacy is a needed feature for time critical applications such as SCADA.

The distinct similarities between the connection facilities of GPRS and HSDPA allow the SCADAPack E
RTU to connect to HSDPA using the RTU's GPRS settings when using compatible modems. For
information on setting up and using GPRS, see GPRS General Packet Radio Service . 

Where the HSDPA service utilises CHAP instead of PAP authentication (as is the case for some GPRS
systems), the SCADAPack E RTU driver will negotiate to use CHAP when required.

The following configuration strings are an example of SCADAPack E RTU settings for HSDPA

connection using a Maxon  MM-6280IND modem. As in GPRS systems, the  SCADAPack E RTU can

be configured to provide enough information to the modem so that no external configuration of the
modem is required prior to connecting to the RTU.

The RTU configurations used for HSDPA data service are as follows:

Parameter Typical entry Comment

Port Function PPP / TCPIP Use PPP communications for TCP/
IP on the RTU serial port

Port Mode GPRS Start the RTU GPRS port driver

Port Speed 115200 Set the RTU port speed to match
the default modem speed

Port IP
Address

Port Subnet
Mask

0.0.0.0

0.0.0.0

RTU requests the IP address from
the HSDPA link

Port Init. String ATE0V0&D0&C1+CLCK="SC",0,"SIMPIN" Forces the modem to numeric
responses, enables the DCD
hardware line, disables the modem's
SIM card PIN number.

Port APN string AT+CGDCONT=1,”IP”,”telco.internet” Sets up a “User Context” which
requests IP Protocol and sets the 
Access Point Name (provided by
your telecommunications company)

Port Dial Prefix ATDT*99***1# Instructs the modem to go “online”
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PAP Username user@domain-name.com CHAP username to logon to the
HSDPA network (provided by your
telecommunications company)

PAP Password CHAP password to logon to the
HSDPA network (provided by your
telecommunications company)

The modem command reference and your telecommunications service provider's configuration
requirements should be consulted to determine the exact entries for your system.
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11 1xRTT - Radio Packet Service

1xRTT, the Radio Packet version of CDMA is a non-voice value added service that allows information to
be sent and received across a CDMA mobile (cell) network. It supplements the Circuit Switched Data
and Short Message Service. 

Maximum speeds of up to 144 kilobits per second (kbps) are achievable with 1xRTT using uncapped
mode. This is about three times as fast as the data transmission speeds possible over today’s fixed
telecommunications networks and ten times as fast as current Circuit Switched Data services on GSM
networks.

Achieving the maximum 1xRTT data transmission speed of 144 kbps is not possible for prolonged
periods of time as high speeds are negotiated for short data bursts, after which the speed is lowered and
another high speed burst needs to be renegotiated with the network.

1xRTT facilitates connections whereby information can be sent or received almost immediately as the
need arises. No dial-up modem connection is necessary. The modem will remain in a dormant state until
communication is required. Activating from this dormant state requires a maximum of 8 seconds, after
which the round trip time is usually less than 600ms. The modem will then return to a dormant state
after 20 seconds of inactivity. Immediacy is one of the advantages of 1xRTT when compared to Circuit
Switched Data. High immediacy is a needed feature for time critical applications such as SCADA use.

There are no SIMs involved in 1xRTT service. Each mobile terminal is given a Electronic Serial Number
(ESN) upon manufacture. Attempting to alter the ESN makes the mobile terminal inoperable. The ESN
is entered into a database for valid CDMA mobile terminals and allocated a Mobile Identification Number
(MIN). When a CDMA mobile terminal is activated, a Mobile Directory Number (MDN) is allocated to that
ESN/MIN combination. There is no correlation between the MIN and the MDN assigned to a CDMA
mobile terminal. 

Configuration

1xRTT Modem Operation
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11.1 Configuration

1xRTT connectivity on the SCADAPack E RTU is supported. Additionally, the SCADAPack E
Configurator is required to configure the RTU.

Making a 1xRTT connection to the mobile (cell) service provider requires configuration of the modem
using Hayes “AT” command strings.  Once configured, the modem is commanded to go “on-line”.  If this
is successful, a standard PPP session is established with the telecommunication provider’s
authentication server.  This involves using PAP (Password Authentication Protocol) or CHAP (Challenge
Handshake Authentication Protocol) to pass a user-name and password.  

Many telecommunications provides will supply a dynamic IP address to the RTU by default (and this IP
address will change regularly). For normal SCADA applications, the RTU requires a consistent IP
address. Please check that your telecommunications provider is aware of this requirement for the GPRS
service to the RTU.

The RTU firmware implements the 1xRTT driver as a “dialer” add-on to its PPP serial port driver.  Once a
PPP session is established, RTU enabled IP services are available on the interface.  

The use of UDP (User Datagram Protocol) is not allowed by some telecommunication providers over their
1xRTT network.

1xRTT dialer diagnostics are available using the “TCPdiag” command to enable “GPRS/1xRTT” and
“PPP” diagnostic filters.  For more information see the SCADAPack E Operational Reference manual.

Modem Configuration

Port Configuration
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11.1.1 Modem Configuration

The SCADAPack E Configurator 1xRTT Page is part of the Ports configuration.

Figure 6.5: SCADAPack E Configurator 1xRTT Page

PPP/TCPIP function and 1xRTT mode need to both be selected on the port to activate 1xRTT
communications.

The other parameters required to configure the 1xRTT modem are as follows:

Parameter Typical entry Comment

Port Init. String ATE0Q0V0&D2&C1 Forces the modem to numeric responses
and enables the DCD hardware line.

Port CRM string AT+CRM=1 Sets up a “User Context” which requests IP
Protocol

Port Dial Prefix ATD#777 Instructs the modem to go “online”

PAP/CHAP
Username

user@telstra.com PAP/CHAP username used to logon to the
telecommunication provider's network.

PAP/CHAP
Password

Password PAP/CHAP password used to logon to the
telecommunication provider's network.
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The modem command reference and your telecom service provider configuration requirements should be
consulted to determine the exact entries for your system.
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11.1.2 Port Configuration

Each port configured for 1xRTT communications on the SCADAPack E RTU has the following
parameters associated with the Interface:

These configuration fields are located on the Ports page of the SCADAPack E Configurator. 

HINT: Configure the Ports | 1xRTT modem configuration page first.

Changes to these parameters will NOT take effect immediately.  The SCADAPack E RTU needs to be
reset (SCADAPack E Configurator Restart Controller, DNP3 COLD RESTART or HARDWARE RESET)
for new settings to take effect.
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11.2 1xRTT Modem Operation

The SCADAPack E RTUs support Mobile IP communication using an external 1xRTT modem.

The following table describes functions of the SCADAPack E 1xRTT modem driver and expected
behaviour of the 1xRTT modem device.

Initial communication between the RTU and the modem uses Hayes commands and responses. When
the IP communication session is established, the RTU and modem uses PPP - TCP/IP Communication

.

1xRTT Modem Driver
function

Interaction with 1xRTT Modem

Initialize Hayes Commands:
Hayes Response:  

Controls:                

Hayes Commands:

Hayes Response: 

Controls:

+++ ATH

Response Code 0 (OK)

RTU lowers DTR *1

Modem Port Initialization String (e.g.
ATE0Q0V0&D2&C0)

Response Code 0 (OK)

Port Connect Status = Modem Available

Setup access Hayes Commands:

Hayes Response:

Modem Port CRM String (e.g. AT+CRM=1)

Response Code 0 (OK)

Signal strength information
(for diagnostic purposes
only)

Hayes Commands:
Hayes Response:

                             
Hayes Commands:

Hayes Response:

AT+CSQ
String + numeric code

AT$$RSSI
String + numeric code

IMSI attach query Hayes Commands:

Hayes Response:

Controls:

AT+CREG?

One of:

+CREG: 0,1 (registered on home network)

+CREG: 1,1 (registered on home network)

+CREG: 0,5 (registered and roaming)

+CREG: 1,5 (registered and roaming)

Waits 15 seconds

Network attach query Hayes Commands:

Hayes Response:

AT+CGATT?

1 (Connected)

Network attach request Hayes Commands: AT+CGATT=1

Network detach / attach
request

Hayes Commands:

Controls:

AT+CGATT=0

Wait 20 seconds
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Hayes Commands:

Controls:

AT+CGATT=1

Wait 20 seconds

Connect IP session Hayes Commands:

Hayes Response:

Controls:

Modem Port Dial Prefix (e.g. ATD#777)

1 or 10~99 (Connected)

Port Connect Status = Modem Connected

Handle bad Initialize status Controls: Port Connect Status = <blank>

RTU lowers DTR *1

Wait for DCD inactive *2

RTU raises DTR

Start initialization

Handle bad IMSI attach
query status

Hayes Commands:

Controls:

AT+CFUN=0 (modem shutdown)
AT+CFUN=1 (modem startup)

Start initialization

*1 Modem DTR is connected to the SCADAPack E RTU RS232 port – see SCADAPack E
Communication Interfaces Reference Manual for information on  typical modem wiring

*2 Modem DCD is connected to SCADAPack E RTU RS232 port – see SCADAPack E
Communication Interfaces Reference Manual for information on  typical modem wiring

The RTU 1xRTT modem driver requires the modem to operate in the following modes (typically set by
the Port Initialization String):

Echo Off (E0)
Quiet Mode Off (Q0)
Verbose Mode Off (V0) - i.e. use numeric codes
Release call when DTR is lowered (&D2)

Unfortunately, modem operation is not universal. Specific modems may have other configuration
requirements.
For example: 

if dropping DTR affects a modem's ability to reconnect, this can be set to be ignored in the modem
(&D0)
If DCD on the modem does not accurately match its connection status, this may need to be turned off
(&C0)
if power to the modem is lost, it may speed up reconnection by having the modem save its
configurations (&W)

The SCADAPack E Diagnostic Stream can be useful in finding modem connection issues. 
Use TCPDIAG ENABLE GPRS to enable GPRS/1xRTT diagnostic information to be displayed on the
diagnostic stream as state changes occur
PPP diagnostic information may also be useful for resolving IP negotiation once the modem and RTU
are connected. Use TCPDIAG ENABLE PPP to enable diagnostics for LCP and IPCP startup and
negotiation states.
For more information see the TCPDIAG command in the SCADAPack E Operational Reference
manual.
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12 Command Line Interface

The SCADAPack E RTU supports a command line interface. This is accessible:

locally through a serial port configured for Command Line 

locally through a serial port configured for ISaGRAF when IEC 61131-3 Target 3 is enabled (shell is
not available with Target 5)

remotely via TELNET.  See Section Telnet Server .

The SCADAPack E RTU also provides additional commands for RTU TCP/IP operation and diagnostics.
These include:

PING - generated ICMP Echo requests (Ping other devices)

ROUTE - view and configure IP routing configurations

BOOTP - view and configure BOOTP server for loading IP addresses

PPPECHO - generate LCP Echo requsts on PPP link

RESTART - restart SCADAPack E RTU services e.g. TCP_SERVICE ports

PLCDIAG - filter PLC diagnostics including Modbus/TCP server and Modbus/IP client

TCPDIAG - filter TCP/IP diagnostics on the SCADAPack E RTU diagnostic interface

GPRS - filter GPRS, 1xRTT and HSDPA dialer diagnostics to the SCADAPack E RTU
diagnostic interface

For more information see the SCADAPack E Operational Reference manual.
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13 Ping Support

RTU Ping Server
The SCADAPack E RTU provides server support for ICMP Echo functionality, commonly referred to as
“PING”. 

Where a single PPP port or Ethernet interface is enabled on a SCADAPack E RTU, the IP address of
the RTU interface may be ‘Pinged’ externally.

Where multiple PPP and/or Ethernet interfaces are enabled on an SCADAPack E RTU, the RTU
supports pinging of the IP address of any of its interfaces, from any other interface.  In this case, the
SCADAPack E RTU only returns a ping response for an interface’s IP addresses, if the interface has
been initialized.  E.g. a PPP interface will return a successful ping only if it has undergone successful
FSM state transition as a result of LCP negotiation.

E.g. common PC ping utility format:

PING 192.168.3.2 –n 5 –l 100 –w 2000

Pings IP address ‘192.168.3.2’ five (5) times, with a 100-byte test message, waiting 2000ms for each
response.

RTU Ping Client
The SCADAPack E RTU provides client support for generating ICMP Echo requests commonly referred
to as PINGs.  A command-line user interface, and an ISaGRAF function block interface are provided.

The local RTU interface IP addresses cannot be PINGed by the RTU’s Ping Client.

Commmand Line Ping
Details of the Command Line PING command is described in the SCADAPack E Operational Reference
manual.

ISaGRAF Ping Function
ISaGRAF function block IP_PING is provided by the SCADAPack E RTU for enabling ISaGRAF user
applications to generate PING requests to a remote host, determine if a successful response is
received, and provide an indication of the response time.

The IP_PING ISaGRAF function block waits for a response or timeout after sending a ping request to
the desired host.  This may take a long period of time, and cause suspension of the ISaGRAF user
application.

For this reason, care should taken with the use of the IP_PING function block, and it suggested that the
second ISaGRAF target kernel could be used to generate ping requests without impacting upon control
and sequencing code executing in the first ISaGRAF target kernel on the SCADAPack E RTU.
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For more information see the SCADAPack E ISaGRAF Function Block Reference manual, and the
SCADAPack E Target 5 Function Block Reference manual.
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14 Telnet Server, Operation, & Option Negotiation

Telnet Server
Where enabled as an IP Service on the SCADAPack E RTU, the RTU provides a Telnet Server for
connection to a user’s Telnet terminal.  The user’s terminal is a Telnet Client, which connects to the
RTU’s command line and diagnostic display.

The Telnet application provided on SCADAPack E as part of the IP management suite can be
insecure if not externally secured. This is because transmissions in this TCP/IP application protocols
transmit their data, including usernames and passwords, in clear text.

It is strongly recommended that Telnet be DISABLED when not in use. Leaving this enabled may
create a security vulnerability if the remote IP connection to an RTU is not secured using another
means. 

Telnet Operation
The SCADAPack E RTU opens a Telnet server listener socket on TCP port number 23 and multiple
Telnet sessions may be opened to different SCADAPack E RTUs across the same network link. In
addition, multiple Telnet sessions may be opened to the SCADAPack E RTU through the same inbound
PPP-TCP/IP interface and/or Ethernet interface, and simultaneously on different inbound interfaces.

The SCADAPack E RTU Telnet Server supports simultaneous connection of up to 5 Telnet Clients.
Further connection requests beyond this limit are rejected.  Active Telnet Server connections may
simultaneously access the SCADAPack E RTU command line, however only a single client (including
SCADAPack E RTU’s CmdLine” port, and file diagnostic logging) can be attached to the RTU’s
diagnostic display at a time.

Further information regarding the SCADAPack E RTU’s Telnet Server is provided in the SCADAPack E
Operational Reference manual.

Telnet Option Negotiation
The Telnet server understands negotiation for the following options from the Telnet client:

ECHO

SUPRESS GO-AHEAD

Other options requested from the client with WILL are replied with DONT DO from the Telnet server.
Other options requested from the client with DO are replied with WONT DO from the Telnet Server.

The SCADAPack E RTU TELNET server negotiates the following options at start-up:
WILL ECHO - Notifies Telnet terminal that the server will perform Character Echoing across the
IP link.
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14.1 Example Telnet Session

Below is a sample Telnet session for the SCADAPack Target 3 Series release:

 Run: telnet 192.168.100.3

RTU Telnet Monitor (DNP: 100)

C:\> status
RTU Uptime:  3 days, 02:21:06

         

ISaGRAF Target 1: testio  Version: 7
ISaGRAF Target 1: RUN. Allowed=0ms Current=0ms Maximum=2020ms Overflow=0
ISaGRAF Target 2: Stopped

  
DNP Events:

Master no. 1

Binary Events: 0

Counter Events: 0

Analog Events: 5000

Float Events: 0

Free Pool size: 0 events

Reset Reason mask: 0x010E

Task Watchdog mask: 0x0000

Sys Last Error:  1031

Sys Memory Free:  61640448 bytes

Sys Memory Size:  62613404 bytes

C:\> bye
Goodbye from RTU Telnet

Below is a sample Telnet session for the SCADAPack Target 5 Series release:

 Run: telnet 172.16.22.30

RTU Telnet Monitor (DNP: 0)

C:\> status
RTU Uptime:  0 days, 00:07:59

         

ISaGRAF5 Resource
1:

RESOURCE1  Version: 1

ISaGRAF5 Resource
1:

RUN. Allowed=0ms Current=0ms Maximum=10ms Overflow=0

ISaGRAF5 Resource
2:

RESOURCE2  Version: 1

ISaGRAF5 Resource RUN. Allowed=0ms Current=0ms Maximum=70ms Overflow=0
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2:

Reset Counter: 1  

Reset Reason mask: 0x0006

Task Watchdog mask: 0x0000

Sys Last Error:  0

Sys Memory Free:  106839892 bytes

Sys Memory Size:  128785852 bytes

Security:

DNP3 Secure
Authentication:

Not Licensed

AGA12 Encryption for
DNP3:

Not available

Master Key: Not set

C:\> bye
Goodbye from RTU Telnet
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15 FTP Server

The SCADAPack E RTU provides an FTP Server.  A host computer or user’s PC may be an FTP Client
that can access the SCADAPack E RTU file system.

The FTP application provided on SCADAPack E as part of the IP management suite can be
insecure if not externally secured. This is because transmissions in this TCP/IP application protocols
transmit their data, including usernames and passwords, in clear text.

It is strongly recommended that FTP be DISABLED when not in use. Leaving this enabled may
create a security vulnerability if the remote IP connection to an RTU is not secured using another
means. 

When enabled as an IP Service on an SCADAPack E RTU, multiple FTP sessions may be opened to
the RTU through the same inbound PPP-TCP/IP interface and/or Ethernet interface, and simultaneously
on different inbound interfaces.

The SCADAPack E RTU FTP Server opens a listener socket on TCP port number 21 and supports
simultaneous connection of up to 5 FTP Clients.  Further connection requests beyond this limit are
rejected.

FTP Commands

Example FTP session

FTP Inactivity & Restrictions
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15.1 FTP Commands

The SCADAPack E RTU FTP server interprets the following FTP commands:

CWD -Change Working Directory
DEL Delete file

HELP

Display remote help.  
The following commands are supported by the SCADAPack E RTUs
CWD DELETE HELP LIST MKD MODE NLST NOOP PASS PORT PWD QUIT RETR RMD
RNFR RNTO STOR TYPE USER XMKD

 XPWD XRMD, XRMD not available for the SCADAPack E file system

LIST - detailed directory LIST

MKD - Make Directory
XMKD -This command is not implemented on the SCADAPack E RTU

MODE - select mode
NLST - files only directory list

NOOP - No Operation

PASS
- login Password
Future SCADAPack E function

PORT - Reassign data port

PWD - Present Working Directory

XPWD Returns “\” for the SCADAPack E file system

QUIT - Quits the FTP Server connection and closes the FTP session

RETR - Retrieve a file from FTP server to FTP client

RMD - Remove Directory
XRMD This command is not implemented on the SCADAPack E RTU

RNFR - Rename file From 

RNTO - Rename file To

STOR - Store a file from FTP client to FTP server

SYST

- display System type
This command returns the following from the RTU 

215 SCADAPack E RTIP TCP/IP Ver: 2.5 

TYPE - sets file transfer Type

USER
- log in with User name
Future SCADAPack E function

FTP clients will not necessarily expose these FTP server commands directly to the user.  The FTP
client may provide its own user command set that in turn sends these commands to the FTP server. 
For more information see the user manual, or Help for your FTP client software.
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15.2 Example FTP session

A variety of FTP clients are available for computer operating systems.  Some clients use command
prompt interfaces while others use windows interfaces.

The following is an example of an FTP session with an SCADAPack E> RTU using a simple PC
command prompt FTP client:

 Run: ftp 192.168.0.249

Connected to 192.168.0.249.
220 RTU FTP Server
User (192.168.0.249:(none)):
331 User name okay, need password.
Password:
230 User logged in, proceed.
ftp>
ftp> dir
200 Command okay.
150 File status okay; about to open data connection.
----------    1 root     root         2595 Apr 18 12:50 10030.rtu
----------    1 root     root          190 Apr 18 12:50 config.log
226 Closing data connection. Transfer succeeded
135 bytes received in 0.20 seconds (0.67 Kbytes/sec)

ftp> get config.log
200 Command okay.
150 File status okay; about to open data connection.
226 Closing data connection. Transfer succeeded
190 bytes received in 0.37 seconds (0.51 Kbytes/sec)

ftp> rename config.log config.lst
350 Requested file action pending further information.
250 Requested file action okay, completed.

ftp> del config.lst
250 Requested file action okay, completed.

ftp> bye
221 Service closing control connection. Bye...

This example connects an FTP client to a SCADAPack E RTU FTP server at IP address
‘192.168.0.249’.  A file list is obtained; files are renamed, stored and deleted.
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15.3 FTP Inactivity & Restrictions

FTP Inactivity
The SCADAPack E RTU FTP Server times-out user sessions following 5 minutes of consecutive
inactivity on the FTP session.  A remote disconnection message similar to the following may be
displayed on the FTP Client if it attempts to access the connection after an inactivity time-out:

Connection closed by remote host.

FTP Restrictions
The SCADAPack E RTU FTP Server does not support FTP firewall “Passive” mode.  Passive mode
needs to be switched OFF at the FTP client in order to transfer data from the SCADAPack E RTU FTP
server to the client. For more information see the user manual, or Help for your FTP client software.
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16 ISaGRAF TCP/IP Communications

The SCADAPack E RTU provides an ISaGRAF Communications Server for the TCP/IP network protocol.

When the ISaGRAF TCP/IP Service is enabled on the SCADAPack E RTU (see SCADAPack E
Configurator TCP/IP page), the ISaGRAF TCP/IP Communications Server supports connection to a
single ISaGRAF Workbench or ISaGRAF Monitoring/Diagnostics tool at a time.  Requests for
connection from additional workbenches are ignored.

The ISaGRAF Workbench “Ethernet” communication port settings allow the TCP port number to be
changed, the SCADAPack E RTU ISaGRAF TCP/IP  Communications Server uses fixed TCP Port 1100
to communicate with the ISaGRAF Workbench.  This is the ISaGRAF Workbench default.

Where the SCADAPack E RTU has both ISaGRAF target kernels operating, the ISaGRAF TCP/IP
Communications Server may access either of them, determined by the ISaGRAF Workbench Target
address.

Further details for using this server with the ISaGRAF Workbench and connecting to SCADAPack E
RTU ISaGRAF target kernels is described in SCADAPack E ISaGRAF Technical Reference manual,
and the SCADAPack E Target 5 Technical Reference manual.
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17 BOOTP Server

The SCADAPack E RTU provides a BOOTP Server.  When enabled as an IP Service, the RTU BOOTP
Server listens on fixed UDP Port 67 for BOOTP requests coming from requesting remote node(s). 
Normally remote nodes send requests using Broadcast Ethernet-MAC and Broadcast IP packets.  (See
section Data Link Layer )

The SCADAPack E RTU BOOTP server is provided for configuring remote devices (who have BOOTP
client capability).  The SCADAPack E RTU will only configure a remote device’s IP address (“your-IP”). 
This facility is typically used for configuring remote Ethernet I/O devices.

 

Figure 12.1: BOOTP Server Configuration Table

The user enters an Ethernet MAC address and corresponding IP address for each device it wishes to
configure (up to 20 devices).  Upon receipt of a BOOTP request for configuration from a recognized
Ethernet MAC address, the SCADAPack E RTU will load the corresponding IP address to the device.

Further details on setting the BOOTP Configuration Table, from the SCADAPack E RTU Command Line
or from the SCADAPack E Configurator are described in the SCADAPack E Operational Reference
manual.

14
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18 MODBUS/IP Client

The SCADAPack E RTU provides a Modbus/IP client. When enabled as an IP Service on the
SCADAPack E RTU, a user ISaGRAF application(s) may open I/O boards on remote Modbus/TCP
server(s) or remote Modbus RTU in TCP server(s). Devices supporting this protocol include Ethernet
PLCs, Ethernet I/O modules, Communication Bridges, etc.

The Modbus/TCP client attaches to fixed TCP Port 502 on Modbus server device(s).  The SCADAPack E
RTU may connect to multiple Modbus/TCP devices.  While normally used with Ethernet, Modbus/TCP is
supported on SCADAPack E RTU serial PPP interfaces. 

The Modbus RTU in TCP client attaches to TCP Port 49152 on Modbus RTU in TCP server devices.The
SCADAPack E RTU may connect to multiple Modbus RTU in TCP devices.  

The SCADAPack E RTU adheres to the Open Modbus/TCP specification, supporting communication
facilities with Conformance Class 0 products, and Conformance Class 1 products. Data types supported
by the SCADAPack E RTU Modbus/TCP client include 984 discrete, IEC discrete, IEC UINT, INT,
UDINT, DINT, REAL & swapped Real format.

Configuration of the Modbus/TCP Client and Modbus RTU in TCP client are entirely via ISaGRAF I/O
board parameters. Some Ethernet I/O modules may require BOOTP server capability to assign network
IP addresses. See Section BOOTP Server .

Detailed information on using Modbus/TCP client and Modbus RTU in TCP facilities on the SCADAPack
E RTU are described in the SCADAPack E Modbus Communication Interfaces manual.
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19 MODBUS/TCP Server

The SCADAPack E RTU provides a Modbus/TCP server.  When enabled as an IP Service on the RTU, it
listens for connections from Modbus/TCP client(s).  Data requests are served from the RTU database.

The Modbus/TCP server listens to fixed TCP Port 502.  Multiple Modbus/TCP clients may connect to the
SCADAPack E RTU simultaneously.  The RTU Modbus/TCP Server supports simultaneous connection
based on the controller type:

For the SCADAPack ER and SCADAPack ES controllers the Open Modbus/TCP server supports a
maximum of 20 concurrent client connections. 

For the SCADAPack 300E controllers the Open Modbus/TCP server supports a maximum of 5
concurrent client connections. 

For the 386eNet controllers the Open Modbus/TCP server supports a maximum of 5 concurrent client
connections. 

Further connection requests beyond these limits are rejected.

After connection is established with a client, a 2 minute inactivity timer is applied, with the server
disconnecting the link with the client if no requests have been received in that period.  I.e. it is
recommended that the client disconnect its connection to the SCADAPack E RTU if it is not going to
send requests more frequently than 2 minutes. Whilst normally used with Ethernet, Modbus/TCP server
is also supported on SCADAPack E RTU serial PPP interfaces.

The SCADAPack E RTU adheres to the Open Modbus/TCP specification, supporting communication
facilities with Conformance Class 0 products, and Conformance Class 1 products.  Data types supported
by the RTU Modbus/TCP server include IEC discrete, UINT, INT, UDINT, DINT & REAL.  The data type
served in a response is determined by the object type configuration of each individual database point
requested.

Detailed information on using Modbus/TCP server facilities on the SCADAPack E RTU are described in
the SCADAPack E Modbus Communication Interfaces manual.
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20 TCP Service Ports

The SCADAPack E RTU provides facilities for terminal-server style TCP serial ports.  These are known
as TCP Service Ports on the SCADAPack E RTU and their purpose is to provide network transport for
remote serial port communications.  Communications is passed transparently and may be uni-
directional or bi-directional.  The state of serial port hardware control lines is not transferred by TCP
Service Port facilities.

The SCADAPack E RTU provides both TCP Service Port “Server” and TCP Service Port “Client” facilities.
 TCP Service Ports may be configured on any SCADAPack E RTU serial port.  Multiple TCP Service
Ports are supported on the same SCADAPack E RTU for any mixture of TCP Service Port “Server” ports
and “Client” ports.

A TCP Service Port provides connection between a SCADAPack E RTU serial port and a TCP socket. 
As standard TCP/IP services are utilized, interoperability is provided with any external application such
as a Host or a terminal server that provides similar serial port / TCP socket interfaces. Multiple TCP
socket connections are permitted on the same SCADAPack E RTU but only one active connection is
permitted at a time per serial port. Each serial port / socket may be connected to a different remote
target, or to separate logical links on the same remote target.

Once a TCP Service Port socket connection is opened, the SCADAPack E can receive data on a serial
port and transmit it to the connected TCP socket, & receive data from the TCP socket and transmit it to
the serial port.
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20.1 Configuration Parameters

The following configuration parameters can be set from the SCADAPack E Configurator “TCP/IP” page
for TCP Service Ports.  (Default values shown)

 

Figure 15.1: TCP Service Port Configuration

Base TCP Port
The SCADAPack E RTU allocates the TCP Port number used for TCP Service Port connections based
on the SCADAPack E RTU serial port number and the Base TCP Port configuration parameter.  I.e. the
Base TCP Port number is added to the SCADAPack E RTU serial port number to derive the actual TCP
Port number.  For example, if RTU Port 2 is a TCP Service Port and the Base TCP Port is configured as
50000 (default), then the SCADAPack E RTU uses TCP Port 50002 for connection information on this
TCP Service Port.

Only ports configured in TCP Service Port mode will be allocated a TCP Port number.

The way that the SCADAPack E RTU utilizes the TCP Port number for connections varies for TCP
Service Port “Client” and TCP Service Port “Server” operation.  See sections TCP Service Port “Server”

 and TCP Service Port “Client”  for more information.

Inactivity Timeout
Whenever data communication transactions are being successfully transmitted or received at the TCP
socket, the SCADAPack E RTU will retain the TCP Service Port link to the connected remote device.  

If transmission of data to the socket or reception of data from the socket is inactive or unsuccessful, an
inactivity disconnection timeout is applied.  After this time expires, the SCADAPack E RTU closes the
TCP Service port socket connection. Data received at the serial port is discarded until a new socket
connection is established.  

The TCP Service Port “Inactivity Timeout” period is a user adjustable parameter on the SCADAPack E
Configurator “TCP/IP” property page.  The default timeout is 60 seconds. For a TCP Service Port
“Client” (see TCP Service Port “Client” ), a minimum 60 second timeout applies to socket
connection attempts if the timeout value is set higher than 60 seconds.
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20.2 TCP Service Port "Server" & Server Disconnection / Re-connection

TCP Service Port “Server”
A TCP Service Port “Server” listens on a TCP port for an external socket connection request from a
client.  For example, this may be a host computer opening a connection, or an SCADAPack E RTU
using a TCP Service Port “Client” port.  The TCP Port number used for listening is the SCADAPack E
RTU serial port number + the Base TCP Port parameter.  For example, if Port 1 is configured as TCP
Service port “Server” and the Base TCP Port parameter is 50000, the SCADAPack E RTU listens on
TCP Port number 50001 for a connection from a remote client.

 TCP Service Port “Server” mode is selected by configuring a serial port as TCP Service with NO IP
ADDRESS on the SCADAPack E Configurator “TCP/IP” page.

Figure 15.2:  Selecting TCP Port Server Mode

Server Disconnection / Re-connection
The SCADAPack E TCP Service Port “Server” disconnects the TCP socket upon inactivity as described
in Inactivity Timeout , and upon detection of a TCP socket receives or sends error.

When the RTU being used as a TCP Service Port “Server” it is the responsibility of the remote client to
detect an unsuccessful socket connection and reconnect.  
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20.3 TCP Service Port "Client" & Client Disconnection / Re-connection

TCP Service Port "Client"
A TCP Service Port “Client” initiates a socket connection request to a TCP port on a remote TCP/IP
node.  For example this may be a connection to a terminal server port or the SCADAPack E RTU using
a TCP Service Port “Server” port. The TCP Port number used for connecting to the remote server is the
local SCADAPack E RTU serial port number + the local Base TCP Port parameter. For example, if Port
2 is configured as a TCP Service port “Client” and the Base TCP Port parameter is 50000, the
SCADAPack E RTU attempts connection to TCP Port number 50002 on the remote server.

TCP Service Port “Client” mode is selected by configuring a SCADAPack E RTU serial port as TCP
Service with the remote server’s IP address configured in the port’s IP ADDRESS field on the
SCADAPack E Configurator “TCP/IP” page.

 

Figure 15.3:  Configuring a TCP Service Port Client

When using a TCP Service Port link to pass communication data between serial ports on two
SCADAPack E RTUs, one port will be a “Client” while the other will be a “Server”.  (See the example in
section Example TCP Service Port Applications ). As the TCP Port numbers used in the
connection are based on the physical RTU serial port number and the Base TCP Port parameter, it is
highly recommended that the same physical serial port number be used on both the client and the server
RTUs.  This permits the Base TCP Port parameter to be the same on both SCADAPack E RTUs.

Client Disconnection / Re-connection
The SCADAPack E RTU TCP Service Port “Client” disconnects the TCP socket upon inactivity as
described in Inactivity Timeout , and upon detection of a TCP socket receives or sends error.  It will
attempt to reconnect to the remote server at the Inactivity Timeout rate, or every 60 seconds, whichever
is shorter.
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20.4 Forcing a TCP Service Port Disconnection

The SCADAPack E RTU provides two mechanisms for a user or an application to force a TCP Service
Port link to be disconnected.  These features may be used to test a link connection, or terminate a link
connection earlier than one of the disconnection scenarios described in Server Disconnection / Re-
connection  & Client Disconnection / Re-connection

TCP Service Port Disconnection System Points
Each SCADAPack E RTU serial port has a corresponding binary system point that can be activated to
force a TCP Service Port link to be disconnected.  Where a port does not have the TCP Service function
selected, operating the corresponding binary point has no affect.  The system points may be controlled
via an ISaGRAF application, DNP3 protocol, Modbus/TCP protocol, etc.  The system point operation is
momentary, and a control to the system point does not need to be cleared in order to issue another
control to it.  Nominally these binary system points are “Write Only” (they will read “0” state if read).

Table 15.1 TCP Service Port Disconnection Binary System Points

PORT 0 PORT 1 PORT 2 PORT 3 PORT 4

50520 50521 50522 50523 50524

Command Line TCP Service Port Disconnection
The following commands may be issued at the SCADAPack E RTU command line to force a TCP
Service Port link to be disconnected.

RESTART TCP_SERVICE - disconnect all TCP Service port links

RESTART TCP_SERVICE 0 - disconnect TCP Service link on Port 0

…

RESTART TCP_SERVICE 4 - disconnect TCP Service link on Diag Port

98 99
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20.5 TCP Service Port Status

The SCADAPack E RTU “WHOAMI” and “STATUS” commands provide summary information on TCP
Service Port connections and status.

WHOAMI provides information on TCP Service Port configuration.  For “Server” TCP Service Ports it
provides information similar to the following:

PORT 1 (9600 bps): TCP Service (Listens on Port 50001)

For “Client” TCP Service Ports it provides information similar to the following:

PORT 2 (9600 bps): TCP Service (Connects to 84.16.33.11 Port 50002)

The command line STATUS command provides TCP Service Port link connection information similar to
the following:

TCP Service Port interface 1: CONNECTED TO 192.168.0.32
TCP Service Port interface 2: DISCONNECTED
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20.6 Example TCP Service Port Applications

SCADAPack E RTU

Figure 15.4:  TCP Service Port “Server” from multiple Hosts

SCADAPack E RTU SCADAPack E RTU

Figure 15.5:  TCP Service Port “Client” / “Server” SCADAPack E RTU
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21 GPS Network Time Synchronization

SCADAPack E RTUs support the connection of a GPS network time device to an RTU serial port.

SCADAPack E RTUs integrate GPS time synchronization with the RTU's NTP Network Time
Synchronization Task.

See:

Supported GPS receivers

NTP Local Reference Clocks

NTP Network Time Synchronization
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22 NTP Network Time Synchronization

The SCADAPack E RTU provides time synchronization for its real time clock. 

TCP/IP NTP Network Time Protocol and NTP daemon (NTPd) facilities are provided as one of the
facilities for time synchronization. The SCADAPack E RTU supports facilities of the NTP 4 specification
detailed at www.ntp.org.

Time synchronization is provided via the SCADAPack E RTU TCP/IP communications link (typically
Ethernet) and includes clock drift correction.

NTP time synchronization is based upon UTC time format, and as such the RTU real time clock needs
to operate in UTC time mode.  

For more information see SCADAPack E Operational Reference manual.

Introduction to NTP Operation

NTP Configuration

NTP Diagnostics

NTP Local Reference Clocks

Using NTP Components
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22.1 Introduction to NTP Operation

Network Time Protocol (NTP) is used to synchronize the time of a computer client or server to another
server or reference time source, such as a radio or satellite receiver or modem. For example, an
SCADAPack E RTU synchronizing across a LAN network to a remote NTP host using a Global
Positioning Service (GPS) receiver, can typically provide real time clock accuracy’s within a few tens of
milliseconds relative to Co-ordinated Universal Time (UTC).  Typical NTP configurations utilize multiple
redundant servers and diverse network paths in order to achieve high accuracy and reliability. 

The synchronization protocol determines the time offset of the server clock relative to the (SCADAPack
E RTU) client clock. On request, the server sends a message including its current clock value or 
timestamp and the client records its own timestamp upon arrival of the message. For accuracy, the
client needs to measure the server-client propagation delay to determine its clock offset relative to the
server. Since it is not possible to determine the one-way delays, unless the actual clock offset is known,
the protocol measures the total roundtrip delay and assumes the propagation times are statistically
equal in each direction. In general, this is a useful approximation; however the associated delays can
differ significantly due to individual channel characteristics.

Client/server mode, also called master/slave mode, is supported in NTP. In this mode, a client
synchronizes to a stateless server. NTP also supports symmetric mode, which allows either of two peer
servers to synchronize to the other, in order to provide mutual backup. NTP supports a broadcast mode,
which allows many clients to synchronies to one or a few servers, reducing network traffic when large
numbers of clients are involved. In NTP, IP multicast can be used when the sub-net spans multiple
networks.

Analysis of quartz-resonator stabilized oscillators shows that errors are a function of the averaging time,
which in turn depends on the interval between corrections. At correction intervals less than a few
hundred seconds, errors are dominated by jitter, while, at intervals greater than this, errors are
dominated by wander. The characteristics of each regime determine the algorithm used to discipline the
clock. These errors accumulate at each stratum level, but it is possible to quantify these errors by
statistical means, as in NTP. 

SCADAPack E RTUs support some Trimble and Garmin GPS receivers for use as an NTP Local
Reference Clock.  This effectively provides Stratum 1 NTP timeserver facilities for the RTU, to which
other NTP client devices can be time synchronised. See Section NTP Local Reference Clocks  for
detailed information.

Additionally, the SCADAPack ER - P620 supports an IRIG-B interface that can also be used as the time
source in Stratum 1 NTP timeserver applications.
See SCADAPack ER-P620 IRIG-B Time Reference
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22.2 Using NTP Components

NTP components in the SCADAPack E RTU firmware, in NTP server executable code and in NTP
utilities, are distributed under the NTP licensing conditions as detailed below and in accordance with
requirements described at www.ntp.org.

Schneider Electric suggests the following useful NTP applications for Windows® 2000 & XP.

(For more information see http://www.eecis.udel.edu/~mills/ntp/html/index.html)

NTPd.EXE - Network Time Protocol (NTP) daemon

InstSrv.EXE - NTPd Windows® Service Installer

NTPq.EXE - NTP query program
NTPdc.EXE - NTP special query program

The following copyright notice applies to files collectively called the Network Time Protocol Version 4
Distribution. 

Unless specifically declared otherwise in an individual file, this notice applies as if the text was explicitly
included in the file. 

http://www.ntp.org
http://www.eecis.udel.edu/~mills/ntp/html/index.html
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22.3 NTP Configuration

Operation of NTP on the SCADAPack E RTU is largely compatible with the method activating an NTP
daemon on a computer when using the following command line string:

ntpd -A -g

Where “–A” disables authentication (required as authentication is not currently supported on the
SCADAPack E RTU) and “-g” disables termination of the NTP daemon in “panic” mode (where the local
clock is different by more than 1000s from the source clock).  

For more information see http://www.eecis.udel.edu/~mills/ntp/html/ntpd.html

Other NTP options are defined in a configuration text file in the SCADAPack E RTU file system:

ntp.conf

The configuration file is only read by NTP during SCADAPack E RTU start-up.  Changes to the file will
not take affect until after the RTU has been restarted (e.g. SCADAPack E Configurator Restart
Controller).

When NTP is in use, this file needs to be saved along with other RTU configuration files to provide a
complete representation of the SCADAPack E RTU Configuration. 

The format of the configuration file is described in detail at: 

http://doc.ntp.org/

http://www.eecis.udel.edu/~mills/ntp/html/ntpd.html.  

And

http://www.eecis.udel.edu/~mills/ntp/html/notes.html  (Notes on Setting Up an NTP Sub-net).

As the SCADAPack E RTU does not currently support DNS name resolution, numeric IP addresses
needs to be specified in the configuration file.

A typical NTP configuration file for the SCADAPack E RTU may be similar to the following:

server 84.16.33.4 prefer

server 84.16.33.5

server 192.168.1.6

server 192.168.1.7

driftfile ntp.drift 

logfile ntp_log.txt

When configured using the server keyword, this host can receive synchronization from any of the listed

http://www.eecis.udel.edu/~mills/ntp/html/ntpd.html
http://doc.ntp.org/
http://www.eecis.udel.edu/~mills/ntp/html/ntpd.html
http://www.eecis.udel.edu/~mills/ntp/html/notes.html
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servers, but can not provide synchronization to them. The optional prefer keyword selects the specified
host to be chosen for synchronization among a set of correctly operating hosts. See http://www.eecis.
udel.edu/~mills/ntp/html/prefer.html for further information.

SCADAPack E RTUs can provide synchronization to dependent clients not listed in the configuration file.
Associations maintained for these clients are transitory and result in no persistent state in the host.
These clients are normally not visible using the ntpq program (see below).  However, NTP includes a
monitoring feature that caches a minimal amount of client information useful for debugging and
administrative purposes.  (See section Using NTP Debug Diagnostics ).

The inclusion of a driftfile declaration in the above example. When it first starts, the NTP daemon
computes the error in the intrinsic frequency of the clock on the system it is running on. It usually takes
a proportion of a day after the daemon is started to compute a good estimate of this (and it needs a
good estimate to synchronise closely to its server). Once the initial value is computed, it will change
only by relatively small amounts during the course of continued operation. The driftfile declaration
indicates to the daemon the name of a file where it may store the current value of the frequency error.  If
the system is stopped and restarted, it can reinitialise itself to the previous estimate and avoid the day's
worth of time it may take to re-compute the frequency estimate. Since this is a desirable feature, a
driftfile declaration should be included in the configuration file.

An implication in the above is that, should the system be stopped for some reason, the local platform
time will diverge from UTC by an amount that depends on the intrinsic error of the clock oscillator and
the time since last synchronized. In view of the length of time necessary to refine the frequency
estimate, every effort should be made to operate the system on a continuous basis and minimize the
intervals when for some reason it is not running.

A timeserver expected to both receive synchronization from another server, as well as to provide
synchronization to it, is declared using the peer keyword instead of the server keyword. In other aspects
the server operates the same in either mode and can provide synchronization to dependent clients or
other peers. If a local source of UTC time is available it is considered good engineering practice to
declare time servers outside the administrative domain as peer and those inside as server in order to
provide redundancy.   This minimizes the possibility of instability within the domain itself. 

Where a diagnostic level is set by the NTPDIAG command and enabled for logging, the diagnostic
output goes to the logfile name specified in the configuration file.  For more information see section 
Using NTP Log Files .
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22.4 NTP Diagnostics

Several mechanisms are provided for diagnosing NTP operation.  

The SCADAPack E RTU supports compatibility with the ntpq and ntpdc query programs.
These can be used remotely to determine (and adjust if necessary) operational parameters of
the NTP algorithm.  See references in section NTP Local Reference Clocks  for more
information.

NTP operational messages can be directed to the SCADAPack E RTU diagnostic stream and /
or to a log file for later retrieval and analysis.  See section Using NTP Log Files , section
Using NTP Debug Diagnostics , and SCADAPack E Operational Reference manual for more
information.

Analog System Point 50028 represents NTP Task State. This point is a configurable system
point so that it can be reported to master stations if necessary.

It is recommended that NTP diagnostics be disabled when not being used.  

Leaving NTP diagnostics enabled my affect system performance and time synchronization accuracy.

Using NTPQ

Using NTP Log Files

Using NTP Debug Diagnostics
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22.4.1 Using NTPQ

Start ntpq from a remote computer to query an SCADAPack E RTU’s NTP status.  For example,

ntpq> host 84.16.33.11
current host set to 84.16.33.11
ntpq> rv
status=0084 leap_none, sync_unspec, 8 events, event_peer/strat_chg,
version="ntpd 4.1.0", processor="i586", system="RTU",
leap=00, stratum=2, precision=-7, rootdelay=15.257,
rootdispersion=232.614, peer=0, refid=84.16.33.8,
reftime=c0aa6788.3f2f8844  Fri, Jun  7 2002  8:58:16.246, poll=4,
clock=c0aa8a59.82b30674  Fri, Jun  7 2002 11:26:49.510, state=4,
offset=16.980, frequency=-16.119, jitter=14.059, stability=2.739

The ntpq variables that are of particular interest are offset, frequency, jitter, state.  For more information
see http://www.eecis.udel.edu/~mills/ntp/html/ntpq.html 

frequency is shown in parts per million (ppm).  Typical value < 20ppm

offset and jitter values are shown in milliseconds (ms).  Typical values < 20ms indicate a well
synchronised clock on a SCADAPack E RTU

state indicates the NTP state machine value. “4” indicates the clock is synchronised.

state values are:

S_NSET 0 clock never set

S_FSET 1 frequency set from the drift file

S_TSET 2 time set

S_FREQ 3 frequency mode

S_SYNC 4 clock synchronised

S_SPIK5 5 spike detected

http://www.eecis.udel.edu/~mills/ntp/html/ntpq.html
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22.4.2 Using NTP Log Files

NTP output is stored in a log file when the following conditions are met:

NTP diagnostics have a debug level set

NTP logging is enabled

the NTP configuration file contains a log file name 

Leaving NTP logging enabled for extended periods of time may result in the RTU running out of file
system space.

As a guide, NTP debugging level 6 produces diagnostics at about the rate of the NTP polling cycle with
its time server(s).  E.g. ~ 2 minutes.  Higher debug levels produce more diagnostics.  Lower debug levels
produce less diagnostics.  See http://www.eecis.udel.edu/~mills/ntp/html/debug.html for detailed
information on diagnosing NTP systems.  Increase or reduce the debug level according to the amount of
log information required for diagnosing a system.

E.g.  NTPDIAG ENABLE LOG DEBUG 6

 5 Jun 02:24:48: logging to file ntp_log.txt
 5 Jun 02:24:48: ntpd 4.1.0
 5 Jun 02:24:48: system event 'event_restart' (0x01) status 'sync_alarm, sync_unspec, 1 event,
event_unspec' (0xc010)
 5 Jun 02:27:55: system event 'event_peer/strat_chg' (0x04) status 'sync_alarm, sync_ntp, 2 events,
event_restart' (0xc621)
 5 Jun 02:28:16: time reset 20.830472 s
 5 Jun 02:28:16: synchronisation lost
 5 Jun 02:28:16: system event 'event_clock_reset' (0x05) status 'sync_alarm, sync_unspec, 3 events,
event_peer/strat_chg' (0xc034)
 5 Jun 02:28:16: system event 'event_sync_chg' (0x03) status 'sync_alarm, sync_unspec, 4 events,
event_clock_reset' (0xc045)
 5 Jun 02:31:45: system event 'event_peer/strat_chg' (0x04) status 'sync_alarm, sync_ntp, 5 events,
event_sync_chg' (0xc653)
 5 Jun 02:31:45: system event 'event_sync_chg' (0x03) status 'leap_none, sync_ntp, 6 events,
event_peer/strat_chg' (0x664)
 5 Jun 02:31:45: system event 'event_peer/strat_chg' (0x04) status 'leap_none, sync_ntp, 7 events,
event_sync_chg' (0x673) 

http://www.eecis.udel.edu/~mills/ntp/html/debug.html
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22.4.3 Using NTP Debug Diagnostics

NTP operation can be monitored from the SCADAPack E RTU diagnostic stream in real time by enabling
NTP diagnostics at the appropriate debug level.

E.g. NTPDIAG DISABLE LOG
NTPDIAG ENABLE DEBUG 9

DIAG

NTP>>adj_systime: adj 0.000050955 -> remaining residual -0.004651650
NTP>>poll_update: at 850 84.16.33.8 flags 0041 poll 6 burst 0 last 850 next 913
NTP>>   MCAST   *****sendpkt(fd=4 dst=84.16.33.8, src=84.16.33.11, ttl=0, len=48)
NTP>>transmit: at 850 84.16.33.11->84.16.33.8 mode 3
NTP>>getrecvbufs called, no action here
NTP>>input_handler: if=1 fd=4 length 48 from 54102108 84.16.33.8
NTP>>input_handler: Processed a gob of fd's in 10.000000 msec
NTP>>getrecvbufs returning 1 buffers
NTP>>receive: at 850 84.16.33.11<-84.16.33.8 restrict 00
NTP>>receive: at 850 84.16.33.11<-84.16.33.8 mode 4 code 1
NTP>>poll_update: at 850 84.16.33.8 flags 0041 poll 7 burst 0 last 850 next 977
NTP>>clock_filter: discard 0
NTP>>root_distance: rootdelay 0, delay 0.0078125, rootdispersion 0.00050354, disp 0.00987418
root_dist: 0.0233315, max_allowed: 1.00384
NTP>>select: endpoint -1 -0.041242
NTP>>select: endpoint  0 -0.017911
NTP>>select: endpoint  1 0.005421
NTP>>select: low -0.041242 high 0.005421
NTP>>select: 84.16.33.8 distance 16.023331
NTP>>select: survivors 0 select 0.007813 peer 0.009047
NTP>>select: 84.16.33.8 offset -0.017911, distance 16.023331 poll 0
NTP>>poll_update: at 850 84.16.33.8 flags 0041 poll 7 burst 0 last 850 next 979
NTP>>select: combine offset -0.017911
NTP>>getrecvbufs called, no action here
NTP>>select(): nfound=0
NTP>>getrecvbufs called, no action here
NTP>>adj_systime: adj 0.000050959 -> remaining residual -0.004600691

The NTP diagnostics show n are equivalent to those produced by NTP drivers of some other operating systems, in particular

those based on open-source NTP implementations. It is beyond the scope of this documentation to describe these

diagnostics in detail.
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22.5 NTP Local Reference Clocks

SCADAPack E RTUs support some Trimble and Garmin GPS receivers that have an RS-232 Serial port
compatible connection. These and other NMEA-0183 compliant GPS receivers can be connected to an
RTU serial port configured as NTP GPS Rcvr. 

An RTU with a directly connected time source can be considered a Stratum 1 NTP time server, to which
other NTP client devices can be time synchronized. 

Local Clock Configuration
The following steps should be performed when configuring the RTU with an NTP local clock:

“NTP Network Time” service needs to be enabled on the SCADAPack E Configurator “TCP/IP”
Page.

“NTP GPS Rcvr” needs to be selected as a Port Function for the appropriate RTU Serial Port on
the SCADAPack E Configurator “Ports” Page. 

The “ntp.conf” NTP Configuration file in the RTU (see Section NTP Configuration ) needs to
have a line included to specify the Reference clock type and serial port.  

This line is of the format: “server 127.127.t.p”, where t = Reference clock type, and p =

RTU Port No.

The following reference clocks are supported by SCADAPack E RTUs:
t = 29 Trimble Acutime GPS Reference clock
t = 20 NMEA standard GPS Reference clock

When setting up an RTU with an NTP local clock for the first time set the RTU’s internal clock to
within +/- 4 hours of current UTC time.  This should be done without the NTP service running (as the
DNP3 driver will disregard Time Write requests while the NTP service is running).  Set the
RTU’s initial time from the SCADAPack E Configurator menu “Transfer / Set RTU Time”.  Check that
the “Use UTC time” control is checked before clicking “Ok”.

107
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22.5.1 Supported GPS Receiver

A GPS receiver that is supported by the SCADAPack E RTU is as follows:

Garmin TracPack models

Garmin produce an “OEM” range of GPS receivers with RS-232 compatible outputs that are suitable for
connection to SCADAPack E RTUs. The Garmin GPS receivers are configured to use the National
Marine Electronics Association’s NMEA 0183 ASCII interface specification to communicate with the
RTU’s NTP driver.  This standard is fully defined in “NMEA 0183, Version 3.0” (copies may be obtained
from NMEA, www.nmea.org).

Garmin GPS 16HVS, GPS 17HVS and GPS 18 LVC models have been tested and are supported by the
SCADAPack E RTU.  These models offer an RS-232 level Pulse-Per-Second (PPS) output, which is
used by the RTU’s NTP driver for increased time accuracy.

Further information is available at: www.garmin.com/oem/

An example NTP configuration file, “ntp.conf” using a Garmin receiver is below:

server 127.127.20.0 # Garmin NMEA GPS Refclock, Port 0

peer 128.250.36.3   # internet time server (backup)

driftfile ntp.drift

logfile ntp_log.txt

NTP driver documentation is available at:www.eecis.udel.edu/~mills/ntp/html/drivers/driver20.html

http://www.nmea.org
http://www.garmin.com/oem
http://www.eecis.udel.edu/~mills/ntp/html/drivers/driver20.html
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22.5.2 Reference Clock Diagnostics

Reference Clock diagnostics
NTP Reference Clock operation can be monitored from the RTU diagnostics stream in real time by
enabling NTP diagnostics.  

See Section Using NTP Debug Diagnostics  for further details. Enabling debug levels 8 or 9 would
display relevant Reference clock diagnostic messages.

Further documentation on NTP local clocks is available at:

http://www.eecis.udel.edu/~mills/ntp/html/refclock.html

The following link has an article on debugging NTP Reference clocks:

www.eecis.udel.edu/~mills/ntp/html/rdebug.html

23 SCADAPack ER-P620 IRIG-B Time Reference

The SCADAPack ER - P620 RTU processor supports IRIG-B time reference signals. 

IRIG-B signal generating equipment can only be connected to the IRIG-B connector of the P620
Processor. 

RTU time synchronization using IRIG-B utilizes the RTU's NTP time server facilities. This effectively
allows the RTU to operate as a Stratum 1 NTP time server, to which other NTP client devices can be
time synchronized.

For more information see the  SCADAPack ER Processor (P620) manual.

The following sections describe using IRIG-B on the SCADAPack ER - P620 RTU processor

IRIG-B Configuration

IRIG-B Modes

IRIG-B Diagnostics

23.1 IRIG-B Configuration

The following steps should be performed when configuring the RTU with an IRIG-B clock: 

• On the SCADAPack E Configurator Ports 5-8 page, IRIG Mode needs to be set to “IRIG Standard
” or “IRIG IEEE1344”. 

• If not automatically enabled, the NTP Task Enabled should be checked on Ports 5-8 page, or the
NTP Network Time service needs to be enabled on the SCADAPack E Configurator TCP/IP
page.

• The “ntp.conf” NTP Configuration file in the RTU (see NTP Configuration ) may be used to
specify other time sources, drift files and logging information. However it is not necessary to do
this for NTP to lock to the IRIG-B time signal. 

112
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http://www.eecis.udel.edu/~mills/ntp/html/refclock.html
http://www.eecis.udel.edu/~mills/ntp/html/rdebug.html
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When setting up an RTU with an NTP local clock for the first time set the RTU’s internal clock to
within +/- 4 hours of current UTC time. This should be done using SCADAPack E Configurator prior to
the NTP service running (as the DNP3 driver will disregard SCADAPack E Configurator Time Write
requests while the NTP service is running). 

Set the RTU’s initial time from the SCADAPack E Configurator menu “Transfer / Set RTU Time”. Check
that the “Use UTC time” control is checked before clicking “Ok”. 
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23.2 IRIG-B Modes

Supported IRIG-B Modes
IRIG-B modes supported by the SCADAPack ER - P620 RTU processor are as follows:

IRIG-B Standard

A time code frame begins with a frame reference marker P
0 (position identifier) followed by a reference

bit P
r
. The on-time reference point of a time frame is the leading edge of the reference bit P

r
. The

repetition rate at which the time frame occurs is called the time frame rate. 

IRIG-B Position identifiers occur every tenth bit in the frame. The rate at which they occur is exactly 0.1
of the time format bit rate. The leading edge of each bit occurs at 0.01 of the time format bit rate. There
are 90 bits and 10 position identifiers in each frame.

The IRIG-B standard defines a BCD time of year code in the data frame between P
r and P

5
. 

The BCD time of year code word consists of sub-words in days, hours, minutes, seconds, and fractions
of a second encoded in BCD notation. The “on time” reference point is the rising edge of the reference bit
P

r
. 

IRIG-B IEEE 1344

Time code formats reserve a set of bits known as control functions (CF). 

The IRIG-B standard defines 27 control bits. Control function bits follow position identifier P
5
 and ends at

position identifier P
8
. 

The content of the control functions is not defined by the IRIG standard, however IEEE standard 1344-
1995 standardises the format for control bits in the IRIG-B time code.

In IEEE 1344 mode, additional fields have been added to give advance warning of non-sequential clock
counts. This allows the receiver to anticipate the time jump and adjust the clock appropriately.

• Leap year calculations can be made using the “Year” register, which indicates the last two digits of the
current year.

• Leap Second Pending (LSP) and Polarity (LS) bits indicate that a leap second is about to happen and
whether a second will be added or subtracted. The LSP bit is asserted at least 1s and up to 60s before
the hour it is to be inserted. Leap seconds are inserted at UTC midnight by altering the second time
count only, e.g. in UTC time the time count goes from 23:59:59 to 23:59:60 to 00:00:00 to add the extra
second. Leap seconds will usually be positive.

• Daylight Savings Pending (DSP) and Daylight Savings Time (DST) bits indicate a change is about to
happen and whether daylight savings is in effect. Daylight time changes are in increments of 1 hr and are
asserted at the minute rollover. The DSP bit will be asserted at least 1s and up to 60s before the change
will occur.

• UTC Offset indicates the offset in hours (with an additional ½ hour offset if required) from UTC time.
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23.3 IRIG-B Diagnostics

Reference Clock Connected System Point

The state of the Reference clock can be monitored via binary system point 50270 (Reference clock
connected). 

A '0' indicates that the RTU is not receiving any valid IRIG-B time frames from the configured reference
clock. 

A '1' indicates that the RTU is receiving correctly formatted IRIG B time frame data.

IRIG-B Quality System Point

Analog System point 50029 represents the time quality of the IRIG-B signal as received from the time
source. This can be anywhere between 0 and 15 (0x0 - 0xF). 

It represents the approximate accuracy of the IRIG-B signal as determined by the time source. 

IRIG-B
Quality

Clock State Accuracy

0 Clock Locked Maximum accuracy *

1 Clock Locked accuracy < 1ns

2 Clock Locked accuracy < 10ns

3 Clock Locked accuracy < 100ns

4 Clock Locked accuracy < 1us

5 Clock Locked accuracy < 10us

6 Clock Locked accuracy < 100us

7 Clock Locked accuracy < 1ms

8 Clock Locked accuracy < 10ms

9 Clock Locked accuracy < 100ms

10 Clock Locked accuracy < 1s

11 Clock Locked accuracy < 10s

12 Clock Locked accuracy < 100s

13 Clock Locked accuracy < 1000s

14 Clock Locked accuracy < 10000s

15 Clock Failed IRIG-B data unusable

* A value of  0 quality does not necessarily mean that the accuracy is better than 1ns; the signal is at
the maximum possible accuracy of the IRIG-B device.

NTP Reference Clock operation can be monitored from the RTU diagnostics stream in real time by
enabling NTP diagnostics. See Reference Clock Diagnostics .115
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24 DNP3 TCP/IP Structure

DNP3 communications over TCP/IP networks are made up of multiple protocol layers. An entire DNP3
link layer frame may be carried by connectionless datagram using UDP transport. DNP3 data may also
be carried by a connection based TCP transport stream.  

“20000” is the IETF Assigned port number for DNP3 protocol over UDP & TCP sockets.

When using DNP3 over UDP on a SCADAPack E RTU, a datagram consists of an entire DNP3 link layer
frame, which may be processed by the DNP3 protocol stack at the receiver, or passed on by DNP3
networking functions (which operate between the DNP3 Link Layer and the DNP3 Transport functions).

When using DNP3 over TCP on a SCADAPack E RTU, individual TCP packets may contain portions of
DNP3 link layer frames which are recombined by the TCP/IP stack at the receiver, then may be
processed by the receivers DNP3 protocol stack, or passed on by DNP3 networking functions. 

An IP packet received by a SCADAPack E RTU (e.g. a DNP3 / UDP / IP packet) on a PPP port or
Ethernet interface can be transparently forwarded to another device on a TCP/IP interface. (E.g. other
PPP interface or Ethernet interface). This is managed by the IP networking layer in the TCP/IP stack. 
Where DNP3 data is received in an IP packet, the SCADAPack E RTU can forward the DNP3 data to a
DNP3 communications link.  This is managed by the SCADAPack E DNP3 networking facilities.

NOTE: Further information about DNP3 communication protocols over TCP/IP can be found under DNP3
Network ing in the DNP3 Technical Reference manual.
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24.1 PPP Encapsulation of DNP3

The following diagram depicts the encapsulation of DNP3 frames when using PPP serial interfaces.
A whole DNP3 frame including the complete DNP3 Link Layer is encapsulated (see bottom right of
picture).
A DNP3 frame can be encapsulated in a UDP datagram, or TCP transport stream.
IP encapsulation is further encapsulated by PPP for serial transmission.
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24.2 ETHERNET / IP Encapsulation of DNP3

The following diagram depicts the encapsulation of DNP3 frames when using Ethernet interfaces.
A whole DNP3 frame including the complete DNP3 Link Layer is encapsulated (see bottom right of
picture).
A DNP3 frame can be encapsulated in a UDP datagram, or TCP transport stream.
IP encapsulation is further encapsulated by an ETHERNET II type frame for Ethernet network
transmission.
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25 SCADAPack E RTU TCP/IP Status Codes

Errors relating to the configuration and operation of TCP/IP services in the SCADAPack E RTU are
presented in several ways.

Through diagnostic messages on the RTU’s diagnostic stream

Through error messages for RTU command line initiated TCP/IP services

Through SCADAPack E RTU Error Code system point

Through ISaGRAF function block return status for ISaGRAF initiated TCP/IP services

TCP/IP Error Symbols

Error Codes & Descriptions

123

124
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25.1 TCP/IP Status Symbols

An abbreviated text version of TCP/IP status codes is presented in some diagnostic messages and to
the RTU’s command line.  The abbreviated text status codes are listed here, grouped according to the
TCP/IP service they originate from.

See Status Codes & Descriptions  for a description of each status code.

General TCP/IP stack status

EADDRNOTAVAIL EBADRESP EINVAL ENOTCONN ERTFULL

EADDRINUSE ECONNREFUSED EISCONN ENOTINITIALIZED ERSCINITFAIL

EAFNOSUPPORT EDESTADDREQ EMCASTFULL ENOTSOCK ESHUTDOWN

EARPFULL EDESTUNREACH
EMCASTNOTFOUN
D

ENUMDEVICE ETIMEDOUT

EBADBAUD EFAULT EMFILE EOPNOTSUPPORT ETNOSUPPORT

EBADCOMMNUM EIFACECLOSED ENETDOWN EOUTPUTFULL EWOULDARP

EBADDEVICE EIFACEFULL ENETUNREACH EPROBEFAIL EWOULDBLOCK

EBADIFACE EIFACEOPENFAIL ENOPKTS EREENTRANT

EBADMASK EINPROGRESS ENOPROTOOPT ERTNOTFOUND

Modem Control Status

EMODEMNORING

EMODEMSENDFAILED

EMODEMEBADRESP

PPP Status

EPPPFULL EPPPBADPKT

EPPPNOTOPEN EPPPTIMEDOUT

EPPPLINEDOWN EPPPNOTCLOSED

EPPPNOLINKHDR

File I/O Status

EOPENFAILED

EFREADFAILED

EFWRITEFAILED

124
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25.2 Status Codes & Descriptions

General TCP/IP Stack Status Codes

EADDRNOTAVAIL 2001
Endpoint address
not available

This occurs when a match for the requested
address is not found in the routing table

EADDRINUSE 2002
a socket is already
bound to this
address

If this occurs, either 1) change the port number
binding to; 2) make the other socket bound to
the same address is closed 

EAFNOSUPPORT 2003
Family not
supported

This occurs when the parameter family is not
PF_INET

EARPFULL 2004 ARP table full
This is reported by sends when the ARP cache
is full.

EBADBAUD 2005 Invalid baud rate
This occurs when an invalid baud rate is
configured

EBADCOMMNUM 2006
Invalid comm port
number

This occurs when an invalid comm port is
configured

EBADDEVICE 2007 invalid device type
This occurs when a bad device type, or device
channel number is used

EBADIFACE 2008
invalid interface
number

This occurs when an invalid interface number is
used

EBADMASK 2009 invalid mask
This is detected if an invalid mask (eg. all
255s) is configured for an Ethernet interface
mask.

EBADRESP 2010 invalid ping response

This occurs during a PING if an invalid
response is received to a ping request. An
invalid response is detected if the sequence
number or the source IP address in the
response is incorrect.

ECONNREFUSED 2011 connection refused

This can occur during an attempt to connect a
TCP socket. It is detected under the
circumstances: (A) TCP reset was received (B)
unexpected TCP SYNC message received.

EDESTADDREQ 2012
destination address
is required

This is detected when address to connect to is
invalid, i.e. the IP address or port number is 0.

EDESTUNREACH 2013
destination
unreachable (ICMP)

This occurs when an ICMP destination
unreachable message for the socket is
received.

EFAULT 2014 invalid parameter 
This occurs when an ICMP destination
unreachable message for the socket is
received.

EIFACECLOSED 2015 interface closed
An operation was attempted on a closed
interface.

EIFACEFULL 2016 interface table full
This is detected upon opening an interface
when there is no free entry in the interface
table. 

EIFACEOPENFAIL 2017
interface open
unsuccessful

An attempt to open an interface was
unsuccessful
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EINPROGRESS 2018
socket non-blocking
but connect would
block

A connect operation was done on a non-
blocking socket. The operation usually waits
for the connection to become established.

EINVAL 2019
invalid function call
(parameter)

An invalid parameter was provided to a TCP/IP
function or function block. For example, if you
define an IP address in single quotes (e.g.,
'172.168.1.100'), this syntax creates this
status. Check the function or function block
inputs. 

EISCONN 2020
socket is already
connected

This is detected when a connection is
attempted on a socket which is already
connected or listening.

EMCASTFULL 2021 multicast table full
An attempt to add an entry to the multicast
table was made but the table was full.

EMCASTNOTFOUND 2022
multicast address
not found

An attempt to delete an entry from the
multicast table was made but the entry was
not in the table.

EMFILE 2023 out of ports

This will occur if allocation of a port was
unsuccessful during establishment. 

1) socket(s) may not have closed correctly 

2) too many sockets may be waiting to
connect

3) too many TCP or UDP sockets may be in
use 

4) data in a TCP input window may not have
been read.

ENETDOWN 2024 network is down
This is reported if a send times out or the
network is unable to transmit.

ENETUNREACH 2025
network unreachable
(keepalive
unsuccessful)

This occurs when keepalive closes a TCP
socket due to the remote host not responding
to keepalive packets.

ENOPKTS 2026
out of DCUs
(packets)

This occurs when a DCU (internal TCP/IP
packet buffer) could not be allocated. This
status could be caused by not enough DCU's
being allocated, packets not being freed, or a
task such as the IP task, is not getting a turn
to run.

ENOPROTOOPT 2027
option parameter is
invalid

Internal socket option is invalid.  Contact
Schneider Electric.

ENOTCONN 2028
socket is not
connected

This occurs when an operation such as read or
write was performed on a socket which was in
an invalid state for the attempted operation.

ENOTINITIALIZED 2029 TCP/IP not initialized
This occurs when TCP/IP operations have been
attempted prior to initialisation of the TCP/IP
stack.

ENOTSOCK 2030
invalid socket
descriptor

Use of an invalid socket was attempted.

ENUMDEVICE 2031 not enough devices There are not enough data structures allocated
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for a device e.g.  a channel is specified that is
larger than the number of devices configured.

EOPNOTSUPPORT 2032

socket type or
specified operation
not supported for
this function

This is reported if requested operation is not
supported, such as the socket type is not TCP
or UDP

EOUTPUTFULL 2033
send unsuccessful
due to output list
being full

This is reported if a packet transmission is
attempted when the output list is full

EPROBEFAIL 2034
could not determine
device

This is reported when the type of ethernet
device cannot be determined.

ERENTRANT 2035
a non-reentrant
function was
reentered

Internal TCP/IP stack status code for BOOTP
or RARP operations.

ERTNOTFOUND 2036
Routing Table entry
not found

This is reported when the requested entry to
delete is not in the Routing Table.

ERTFULL 2037 Routing Table full
This is reported when an entry cannot be
added to the routing table because it is full.

ERSCINITFAIL 2038
initialized
unsuccessful

This is reported by TCP/IP stack if Initialization
of resources such as signals, semaphores, or
spawning a task unsuccessful.

ESHUTDOWN 2039
illegal operation due
to socket shutdown

An illegal operation was attempted on a socket
which has had the operation disabled as the
RTU is shutting down

ETIMEDOUT 2040 timeout

An operation such as connect/read/write timed
out. For TCP, this could occur during a write
operation if the remote host is not responding
with acknowledgements. This could also occur
if the remote host is not responding to an ARP
request.

ETNOSUPPORT 2041 type not supported
This is detected when the type of socket trying
to allocate is not STREAM (TCP) or
DATAGRAM (UDP).

EWOULDARP 2042
send would ARP but
ARP is disabled

This is detected when a send needs to
determine an Ethernet address but ARP is
disabled.

EWOULDBLOCK 2043
socket non-blocking
but function would
block

This condition is detected when a requested
operation is not ready to be done but the
socket is set to a non-blocking mode.

Modem control Status

EMODEMNORING 2109 No ring received in specified time

EMODEMSENDFAILED 2110 Sending a character was unsuccessful

EMODEMEBADRESP 2111 Unexpected response from modem

PPP Status
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EPPPFULL 2200
Chap Secret
Table is full

The table used to hold secrets for CHAP is not large
enough.

EPPPNOTOPEN 2201
PPP is not open
for IP traffic

An attempt to send data over PPP interface was made
but the IPCP is not enabled, i.e. the state of IPCP is
not OPENED. 

EPPPLINEDOWN 2202 PPP line not up
An attempt to send data over PPP interface was made
but the PPP connection was not up.

EPPPNOLINKHDR 2203
PPP link header
missing

The buffer containing the PPP packet was invalid

EPPPBADPKT 2204
PPP bad IP
packet 

Unknown PPP packet type received

EPPPTIMEDOUT 2205
PPP LCP open
timed out

PPP interface timed out before opening the connection.

EPPPNOTCLOSED 2206
PPP Close timed
out

A PPP open operation was unsuccessful since the
previous PPP close operation was unsuccessful. 

TFTP Status

EREQNOTSUPPORT 2800
request from client unrecognised or not supported (i.e. not Read
request or Write request)

EBADREQ 2801 request from client had incorrect format

EMODENOTSUPPORT 2802 mode in request from client was unrecognised or not supported

EIOERR 2803 file system action unsuccessful

ESENDFAILED 2804 send did not send the requested number of bytes

ECLIERROR 2805 client sent a response indicating the operation was unsuccessful

ETIMEDOUT 2806 operation timed out

FILE I/O Status

EFOPENFAILED 2900 file open unsuccessful

EFREADFAILED 2901 file read unsuccessful

EFWRITEFAILED 2902 file write unsuccessful
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26 SCADAPack E RTU TCP/IP Glossary

1xRTT CDMA cellular wireless data standard

ACCM Asynchronous Control Character Map (PPP negotiated option)

ACFC Address and Control Field Compression (PPP negotiated option)

ARP Address Resolution Protocol (Ethernet – IP address learning)

BNC physical connector type (for 10Base-2 Thin-Ethernet cabling)

BOOTP Bootstrap Protocol (TCP/IP application layer remote bootstrap services)

CHAP Challenge Authentication Protocol (PPP security component)

CSLIP Compressed Serial Line Internet Protocol (TCP/IP serial data-link layer)

DNP Abbreviation for DNP3 protocol

DNP3 Distributed Network Protocol for SCADA / RTU communications

DNS Distributed Naming Service (TCP/IP application layer name resolution)

FSM Finite State Machine (PPP component)

FTP File Transfer Protocol (TCP/IP application layer file transfer)

GPRS General Packet Radio Service (GSM cellular wireless data standard)

GPS Global Positioning Service (satellite system used for time synchronization)

HDLC High-level Data Link Control (serial link layer protocol: PPP is based on this)

HSDPA High Speed Downlink Packet Access (3G cellular wireless data standard)

HTML Hyper Text Markup Language (WEB page format transported by HTTP)

HTTP Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (TCP/IP application layer WEB protocol)

ICMP Internet Control Message Protocol (TCP/IP data-link layer services)

IEC International Electro-technical Committee (European standards organization)

IEEE Institution of Electrical & Electronic Engineers (US standards organization)

IGMP Internet Group Management Protocol (TCP/IP network layer services)

IETF Internet Engineering Task Force

IP Internet Protocol (TCP/IP network layer protocol)

IPCP Internet Protocol Control Protocol (TCP/IP network layer services)

ISaGRAF IEC61131-3 Sequencing & control package used on SCADAPack E RTU

LCP Link Control Protocol (PPP component)

LLC Link Layer Control (Ethernet MAC layer component)

MAC Media Access Control (part of data-link layer for Ethernet)

MRU Maximum Receive Unit (PPP negotiated packet length option)

NTP Network Time Protocol (TCP/IP application layer time synchronization)

NTPd NTP daemon (TCP/IP application task)

NTPQ NTP Query utility application

PAP Password Authentication Protocol (PPP security component)
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SCADAPack E RTU Schneider Electric Telemetry Device

PFC Protocol Field Compression (PPP negotiated option)

PING ICMP echo utility for determining device functioning

POP3 Post Office Protocol (TCP/IP application layer E-mail receiver client)

PPP Point-to-Point Protocol (TCP/IP serial data-link layer protocol)

RARP Reverse Address Resolution Protocol (IP - Ethernet address resolution)

RFC Request For Comments (TCP/IP standards documents)

RTU Remote Terminal Unit (telemetry device)

SCADA Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition

SLIP Serial Line Internet Protocol (TCP/IP serial data-link layer)

SMTP Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (TCP/IP application layer E-mail sender client)

SNAP Sub-Network-Access-Protocol (Ethernet MAC layer LLC fields)

SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol (TCP/IP application layer)

TC Telemetry Computer (DNP3 protocol Master station host)

TCP Transmission Control Protocol (TCP/IP transport layer protocol: uses streams)

TCP/IP Acronym typically referring to the entire Internet Protocol suite

Telnet Virtual terminal protocol (TCP/IP application layer virtual terminal)

TFTP Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TCP/IP appl. layer file transfer for BOOTP)

TTL Time To Live (IP packet life-time)

UDP User Datagram Protocol (TCP/IP transport layer: connectionless datagrams)

UTC Co-ordinated Universal Time (international time reference)

UTP Unshielded Twisted Pair (10Base-T Physical layer Ethernet cabling)
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27 TCP/IP RFC's

The following tables summarize some of the RFC standards used by the TCP/IP protocol stack on the
SCADAPack E RTU.

(Not all RFCs may be applicable to the services actually used by the SCADAPack E RTU)

General

RFC 1180 - A TCP/IP Tutorial

RFC 1122 - Requirements for Internet Hosts Communication Layers

RFC 791 - Internet Protocol

RFC 793 - Transmission Control Protocol

RFC 896 - Congestion Control in IP-TCP Inter-networks

RFC 813 - Window and Acknowledgement Strategy in TCP

RFC 2001 - TCP Slow Start, Congestion Avoidance, Fast Retransmit, and Fast Recovery
Algorithms

RFC 792 - Internet Control Message Protocol

RFC 768 - User Datagram Protocol

RFC 1112 - Host Extensions for IP Multitasking

RFC 1042 - A standard for the transmission of IP datagrams over IEEE 802 networks

RFC 826 - An Ethernet address resolution protocol

RFC 2002 - IP mobility support

FTP and Telnet

RFC 854 - Telnet Protocol Specification

RFC 959 - File Transfer Protocol (FTP)

PPP

RFC 1661 - Point-to-Point Protocol 

RFC 1662 - PPP in HDLC-like framing 

RFC 1172 - The Point-to-Point (PPP) Initial Configuration Options

RFC 1334 - PPP Authentication

RFC 1332 - The PPP Internet Protocol Control Protocol (IPCP)

RFC 1144 - Compressing TCP/IP Headers for Low-Speed Serial Links

BOOTP

RFC 951 - Bootstrap Protocol Specification

RFC 1542 - Clarifications and Extensions for the Bootstrap Protocol

NTP
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www.ntp.org - NTP version 4 documentation

RFC 1305 - NTP Network Time Protocol version 3

RFC 1119 - NTP Network Time Protocol version 2

RFC 1059 - NTP Network Time Protocol version 1

http://www.ntp.org
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